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o INTRODUCTION

o Introduction

2

This paper studies anisotropie pseudo-differential operators as they are necessary for solving

parabolic differential equations. Such a concept for scalar symbols was studied by PIRIOU

[PIRl], [PIR2] for operators on R. X W with the time variable t E lR and aspace region W

that may be a compact Coo-manifold (with or without boundary). H W is allowed to have

singularities, e.g., eonieal ones or edges, then it becomes necessary to perform a more specific

pseudo-differential analysis elose to the singularities. Dur calculus here will refer to the case

of edge singularities.

The local model of W near an edge of dimension q is X6. X Rq with the model cone

Xl::J. := (~ X X)/( {O} X X), where the base X is a c10sed compact Coo-manifold of dimension

n. Note that the ease n = 0 corresponds to standard boundary or transmission problems.

Together with the t-a.xis we obtain the wedge X6. X R X IRq, where lR X lRq 7 (t, y) ia now to

be regarded as an anisotropie edge.

The analysis of pseudo-differential operators itself will be formulated on X 1\ X IR X Rq with

the open stretched model cone X /\ := lR+ X X 7 (r, z ). As it is known from the theory of elliptic

operators on manifolds with edges it is not always adequate to localize the objects on X but to

preserve the global descriptions. Moreover, similarly to boundary value problems, there is an

analogue of the SHAPIRO-LoPATINSKIJ condition for elliptic edge problems, that suggests to

interpret the operators as pseudo-differential ones on the edge with operator-valued symbols.

The values of the symbols belong to the algebra of pseudo-differential operators on the

stretched cone X/\ a.s it may be found in SCHULZE [SCHI], [SCH2]. The operator-valued

analogue of the scalar pseudo-differential calculus will be understood here in the Fou RIER

edge-approach that was elaborated in SCHULZE [SCH3] for the elliptic theory.

The parabolicity on X /\ X R1+q 7 (T, x, t, y) is to some extent as anisotropie elliptici ty.

For inverting parabolie operators within a corresponding pseudo-differential algebra it is a

necessary step to introduce and to study the algebra itself. This is just the content of the

present paper. The algebra will include the trace and potential operators as edge conditions

that play an analogous role as boundary conditions in the ellipticity.

The anisotropie elllpticity as another necessary part for etablishing the parabolicity will be

presented in BUCH HOLZ, SCHULZE [BUCI]. In a forthcoming paper, cf. [BUC2], we will pass

to a subalgebra of VOLTERRA operators, analogously to the concept of PIRIOU [PIRl], who

has treated the case of scalar symbols.

The singularities in our context will make it neeessary from the very beginning to allow

symbols and distribution spaces with cone and edge asymptotics. The regularity of solutions

should (and finally will) contain the asymptotics, similarly to those of the edge theory, cf.

[SCHI], [SCH2]. The most classical asymptotics of distributions on X\ here called discrete
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(in contrast to the continuous ones, cf. [SCHI], [SCH2)) are of the form

00 mj

u(r,x) f"-.J E E cj,,(x)r-Pj in" r aB r ~ 0,
j=Ok=O

3

cf. [KONI]. Here Pj E C, JEN, is a sequence with Re Pj ~ -00 as j ~ 00, and Re Pj >
"i l - "Y for all j with some weight "Y E R. Moreover, the coefficients Cjk( x) belong to finite

dimensional subspaces Lj C COO(X) for °::; k ::; mj, JEN.

It will be also convenient to talk about finite asymptotic expansions

N mj

E E Cjk(x)r-pj ln" r
j=Ok=O

(1)

with "i l
- "Y + 8 < Re pj < "i l

- "Y for j = 1, ... , N, where 8 < °is given. We set

rß := {w E C : Re w = ß} and then the half open interval e = (8,0] will play the role of a

weight strip on the left of the weight line r ~_...,. in the complex plane of the MELLIN covariable

w E C. For formulating our spaces with asymptotics we will call the sequence of data. P =

{(Pj, mj, Lj)}j=l •...•N, N = N(P), an asymptotic type associated with the weight data g =
("Y,0). The set of all such P (for which rrcP = {Pj}j=l •...•N is contained in the indicated

weight strip) will be denoted by As(g). Moreover, for simplicity we will always assume that all

the involved asymptotic types satisfy the shadow condition, Le.

(p, m, L) E P :::} (p - j, m(j), L(j)) E P (2)

holds for all JEN with Re p - j > "i l
- "Y + (J for certain m(j) ?: m and L(j) 2 L. Now we

define f,p as the linear span of all functions having the form (1) with the above conditions. Of

course, f,p is finite-dimensional.

The pseudo-differential operators shall be formulated in r-direction elose to r = °in terms

of the MELLIN transformation M =Mr_w, W E C,

Mu(w) = 100

rW-lu(r)dr.

The MELLIN transformation is first defined for u E C.f(IR+) and then extended in a stan

dard way to the various distribution spaces. In particular, M extends to an isomorphism

M : L 2(R+) ---+ L 2(r t) between the corresponding spaces of square integrable functions,

where L'l on the weight line {Re w = !} refers to the image of the LEB ESG UE measure on R.

under the map IR. ---+ r t' p ~ Im w. Then the inverse MELLIN transform is given by

(M-lg)(r) =~ { r-Wg(w)dw.
21r~ Jr!-

We will also employ the weighted MELLIN transform (M.."u)(w) = (M(r-""u))(w +"Y), "Y E lR,

which induces an isomorphism M"'Y : r"'Y L2(lR.+) ---+ L2(r t-"'Y)'
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Let :F denote the FOURIER transformation in Rn, :F = :Fx-(, defined by

(Fv)({) =Je-ix(v(x)dx. Then 1f'·'Y(lR+ X Rn) for 8" E lR will denote the closure of

Cgo(IR+ X Rn) with respect to the norm

1

Ilull.,., = {JJ(1 + In ~ 1 - 'Y + iPl2 + 1~12)'1 (M "'}!_.,Fu) ('Y _ ~ + ip, ~)12 apet{} 'i ,

where we set ap = *and a{ = (/An. Further 7-l$'~(XI\) is defined as the subspace of all

u E V'(XI\) for which X.. (4)u) E 7-l"'~(~ x Rn) for every chart X : V ~ Rn on X and every

4> E Cö(V).

In trus paper a cut-off function will be any w( r) E CO' (IR+) with w == 1 in a neighbourhood

of r = O. Let V c X be an arbitrary coordinate neighbourhood and Xv : V ~ V a

diffeomorphism t~ an open set V C sn. Define Xv : IR+ X V ~ RI+n by Xv(r,x) = X with

lxi = rand x'y:(x) =x/lxi. Then K",'Y(XI\) for 8" E R will denote the space of al.l u E V'(XI\)

such that w(r)u E 7-l",'Y(XI\) and (Xv ).. « 1 - w( r »4>u) E H"(JR l+n) for every V and arbitrary

</> E Cr(V).

1i",'Y(XI\) and K",'Y(XI\) are BAN ACH spaces in a natural way (even HILBERTizable), where

1[Ü,O(XI\) = KO,O(XI\) coincide with r-~L2(XI\), where L2(XI\) refers to drdx with dx being

associated with a RIEMANNian metric on X.

Ir EI and E2 are BANACH spaces that are contained in a HAUSDORFF vector space we

can define the (non-direct) surn E = EI + E2, consisting of all e = el + e2 with el E EI and

e2 E~. If ß = {(e, -e) : e E EI n E2}, then E e! (EI EB E2)/6. allows to introduce a

BANACH structure in. E. Further if a BANACH space B is a module over an algebra A, then

[alB for a E A will denote the closure of {ab : bEB} in B. Analogous notations will be

used for FRECHET spaces EI, E2 and B, respectively. In particular, the spaces 7-l",'Y(XI\) and

K",'Y(XI\) are modules over CQ'(~ x X) as weIl as over the algebra of al.l </>(r,x) E COO(XI\)

vanishing near r =0 and for which 1 - 4> E CQ'(R+ X X).

Since 7-l",'Y(XI\) C HtoC<XI\) and K",'Y(XI\) C Hioc(XI\) we can write

(3)

if H"(XI\) is defined as the subspace of all u E Hioc(XI\) with (Xv) .. «l-w(r»</>u) E H"(JRI+n)

for every V, </>, and (3) is independent of the concrete cut-off function w.

From the definitions it follows easily 1i$'~(XI\) = r"Y7-l$,O(XI\) and K$'~(XI\) =
k'Y(r)K",O(XI\) with any k'Y(r) E COO(IR+) that is strictly positive and equals r'Y for 0 < r < Co

and 1 for Cl < r < 00 with constants Co < Cl. Thus it often suffices to look at the case , =0,

where we also write 1iS(XI\) =7-ls ,O(XI\) and }C$(XA ) = KS,O(XI\).

" 1\We have K" ,'Y (X ) ~ K$,"Y(XI\) for every s' ~ 8 and " ~ ,. Let us set

}C~'Y(XI\) = nK",'Y-o-t:(XI\)
t:>O
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for <:> = (6,0], endowed with the corresponding FRECH ET topology of the projective limit.

Further for every P E As( i , e) we form

with the F REC HET topology of the direct sum (recall that [w]Ep is a fini te-dimensional subspace

of Koo.1'(X" )). Alternatively we could set

with the topology of the non-direct sumo Finally we define

and

Sp(X") = [w]K~'1'(X") + [1 - w]S(X"),

also with the FRECBET topology of the non-direct sum, where S(X") := S(R.,COO (X))I14'

Trus is independent of the concrete choice of the cut-off function W.

Let UB set for a moment H"(R x X) := F,,-+pH"(lR x X) with the standard SOBOLEV space

H'(lR X X) and the one-dimensional FOURIER transformation F "_p. Further let iI"(r 9=1--1' X

X) be the preimage of H"(R X X) under the map r ~-1' ---+ lR, w ........ Im w = p. Then it is

well-known (cL, e.g., SCHULZE [SCH2]) that M1'_~1i"'1'(X!\)= H"(f!!f!_..,. X X) holds.

Ir !l ~ C is an open set and E a FRECIIET space we will denote by .A(!l, E) the space of

all holomorphic E-valued functions in!l. Let w( r) be a cut-off function and 0 > 0. Then

rSw1i"''Y(X'') is a subspace of 1i"'1'(X") and M'Y_i(rSwu) has for every u E 1i"1'(X!\) an

extension to an element in .A({Re w > nil - i - o}, H"(X)) for which

for all ß > nil - i - 0, uniformly in nil - i - 0 < ß < c for every c > nil - i - o. Now let P

be an element in As(,,8) for <:> = (8,0]. A function X(w) E COO(C) is called a 7I'"CP-excision

function if X( w) = 0 for dist( w, 7I'"C P ) < co, X( w) = 1 for dist(w, 1rCP) > Cl with constants

°< co < Cl < 00.

Let us denote by .A~""(X) the space of all f(w) E A({Re w > nil - i +6} \ 'TrCP; H"(X))

such that

(i) f( w) is meromorphic with poles at Pi of multiplicities mi + 1 and LAURENT coefficients

at (w - Pi )-(k+l) in Li for °::; k :5 ffii and all j,

(ü) for every 1I'"cP-excision function X(w) we have x(w)f(w)lr" E H"(rß x X) for every

ß > nil -, + (J and uniformly in Co < ß < Cl for every Cl > Co > nil -, + 8.
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A basic observation that will currently be used below ia

6

In other words the asymptotics can be controled in the MELLIN image in terms of the poles

and of the growth for 11m wl --+ 00.

Let SJJ(fß) for ~ ERbe the HÖRMAN DER. symbol dass on the line f ß e! R 3 P of order

~ for which the usua! estima.tes hold, na.menly sJJ(rß) is the spa.ce of all a(w) E COO(fß) with

ID~a(w)1 :::; cj(1 + IpI)JJ-j for all pER. with constants Cj > 0, for all JEN. Then we can form

MELLIN pseudo-differential operators op1,(a) : C.f(R+) --+ Coo(~ ), a(w) E SJJ( f t_,,), by

opl,(a)u(r) = r"M~:'r{(T-Ya)(w)Mr'_w{r'-"u(r')}(w)}, (4)

where (T6a)(w) := a(w + 6) for any 6 E R. Pseudo-differential opera.tors of that type were

considered, e.g., in SCHULZE (SCHI], [SCH2]. We will write, in particular, op~(a) = oPM(a).

Analogously we can form MELLIN pseudo-differential opera.tors with symbols of the classes

a(r,r',w) E COO(R+ x lR+,SJJ(ft_--y», COO(lllt x Rr,SJJ(f!_,,», COO(lllt,SJJ(f!_,,» and so

Oll.

We will be in fact interested in operator-valued MELLIN symbols with values in 'ltJJ(X),

which is the dass of all pseudo-differential operators of order Jl E R on X. By qi~(X) we shall

denote the subspace of classical pseudo-differential operators. There is a well-known extension

of the concept of pseudo-differential operators to the case of parameter dependence. If lRk 3 ..\

is the para.meter space we obtain lI'JJ(X; JRk) and 'lt~I(X; JRk) as the space of corresponding

operator families a(..\) t hat are fiod \11-00 (X; Rk) locally defined by symbols p(x, <,..\) in the

SJJ or S~ classes with respect to «, A), trcated as an (n + k)-dimensional covariable. Here

lII-00 (X;R.k) = S(Rk, 'lt-OO(X» is the SCHWARTZ space on R,.k with values in lII-00 (X) ~

COO(X x X).

We will denote by q,JJ(X; rß) the space of all parameter-dependent operators a(w), for

which a(ß + ip) belongs to lJI JJ (X; lRp ). Analogously we have qi~,(X; rß). All our spaces are

endowed with canonical FREC HET topologies. Ir we form op1(a) wi th a E 'l' JJ (X; rß) then the

pseudo-differential action on X is automatically carried out through the values of the symbol

a(w). The operator op1(a) : Cö (X 1\.) --+ COO(X 1\.) t hen extends by continui ty to a eontinuous

operator

opl(a) : 1ia·--y+~(xl\.) -+ 1ia-JJ·"+~(XI\.)

for every s E IR. These properties as weIl as the following definition may be found in SCHUL

ZE [SCHI], [SCH2].

Let R = {(rj, nj, Lj)}jez be a.n arbitrary sequence with Tj E C, IRe rjl -+ 00 as j --+ 00,

nj E .N and L j being a finite-dimensional subspace offinite-dimensional operators in lJI-00(X).

We set 1rcR = U {Tj}.
jeZ
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For every tripie (p, m, I) with p E C, m E N, 1 E W-OO(X) being a finite-dimensional

operator we can form the meromorphic operator function

J(p, m,I)(w) = 1Mr_w(w(T )r-P-
6 1ogm r)(w + 8).

Here 8 E R is arbitrary with Re (p +8) < ~,such that the MELLI N transform in the usua! form

makes sense, and w( r) is a fixed cu t-off function. Note that J(p, m, 1)(w) has its pole at p of

multiplicity m + 1.

Then N~(X) for J.' E R. is defined as the space of all h(w) E A(e \ 1rCRj 'I##(X)) with the

following properties

(i) h(w) is meromorphic with poles at Tj of multiplicities nj + 1 and LAURENT coefficients

at (w - rj)-(k+l) in Lj for 0 ::; k ::; nj and all j,

(ii) for all reals Co < Cl and arbitrary (rjm' njm' Ljm) E R, m = 1, ... , N, running over all

tripIes in R with Co < Re r j < Cl, there are elements 1jm ,k E L jm' 0 ::; k.::; n jm' such that

N njm- l

h(co.ct}(w):= h(w) - E E J(rjm,k,ljm,k)(W)
m=l k=O

belangs to A({co< Re w < cd, 1JI#(X)) with h(co,cd Irß E w#(X j r ß) for every ß E (co, Cl)

and uniformly in Co < ß < Cl for every Co < Co < Cl < Cl'

H h E N~(X) for same MELLIN asymptotic type R holds we will also write sg(h) ~ 1rcR ,

Le., sg(h) indi cates t he system of poles of the meromorphic operator function . Replaci ng '1# #

by 'I#~l we obtain by definition M~(X). The spaces N~(X) and M~(X) are FREcHET spaces

in a natural way. In particular, MROO(X) = NROO(X) is a nuclear FRECHET space. For

7fCR = 0 we denote the corresponding spaces by N5(X) and Mb(X), respectively. Below we

also use the decompositions N~(X) = N5(X) +Ni/IO (X) and M~(X) = Mb(X) +MROO(X)

with the non-direct surn of FRECHET spaces. It will also be interesting to consider the spaces

coo(lR+ XRr,N~(X)), COO(lilt XR.+,M~(X)) 3 h(r,r',w).

It is clear that we have COO (lR+ X~, N~(X))lrß C COO(Rt X lR.+, 'I'#(X; rß)) for every

ß E IR for which 1rcR nrß = 0. For two cut-off functions w(T), w( r) and h( r, r', w) E COO(R;. X

114, W#(X; rß)) the operator

is continuous forevery se IR. Moreover,if h(r,r',w) E COO(lR.r xIR,.,N~(X)) and 1rcRnrß =

0, then for every P E As(1' + ~,0) there is a Q E As(1' + j, 8), dependent on P and R, such

that

is continuous for every s E IR.
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1 The ideal of smoothing edge symbols

1.1 General anisotropie operator-valued symbols

8

In this seetion we define anisotropie symbols of pseudo-differential operators with values in the

space of linear eontinuouB operators between BAN ACH or FRECBET spaees E and E. Let us

first assume tha.t E and 15 are BANACH spaces. La.ter we will extend the theory to the ease of

FRECHET spaees.

With E and 15 we associate strongly eontinuous groups of isomorphisms {K.x} ).eIl and

{K.).} >.eIl, respectively. Note that for every such group there are eonstants M, c > 0 such that

for

for
(1 )

We deseribe anisotropy with any fixed 1 ~ I E N. The isotropie ease is eontained in the

anisotropie theory wi th I = 1.

For (r, 7]) E R r x lR~ = IRl+q we define the anisotropie norm function

Furthermore, we fix an anisotropie smoothed norm funetion

[r,1J]l:= w(r,17} + (l-w(r,17))lr,17h,

(2)

(3)

where we suppose w( r, 17) E Co (1R. 1+q , [0, 1]), such that there are real numbers 1 < c < e' with

W(T'ry)={~ for

for

o~ Ir, 17h ~ c,

IT, 1711 ~ c'.
(4)

For abbreviation we set K(r,17):= K[r,11], and K(T,1]):= K[r,f1lr

Definition 1 Let 11 E IR and U = Uo X U' with open sets Uo ~ RPo, U' ~ IRP; then the

space 0/ anisotropie opemtor-valued symbols

(5)

is defined as the set 0/ all a(t, y, T, 1]) E COO(U X R.l+q, (E, E» such that

(6)

holds /or all a = (00, G') E NPo XNP, ß = (ßo, ß') E Nx Nq and all ( t, y) E K with K ce U and

all (r, 1]) E R1+q with constants c = c(a, ß, K) ~ O. Here we denote by IßII for multi-indices

ß E Nl+q the number Ißll = Ißo +Iß'I.
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The best constauts c = c( 0:, ß, K) in (6) form a system of semi-norms, whieh gives a

FRECHET topology on (5). With this definition the space (5) depends on the conerete ehoice

of the "'>., K>.. They are always fixed in our applications; for abbreviation we omit them in

the notation. We only discuss the eases U = Uo X U' with open Uo ~ IR and U' ~ IRq or

U = (Uo x U') x (Uo x U'), where in the latter case we also denote the symbols as amplitude

functions with variables t, y, t' , y' , r, 1].

Of course, we also allow the special case E = C or E = C. Then we set K.). = id and

K)" = id for all .-\ E lR+. With E = E = C we get the scalar anisotropie symbols and write

shortly SlI,I(U x IRl+qj C, C) = Sio'·l( U x IRl+q) (see also [PIR1]).

We denote by SlI.I(Rl+q; E, E) the closed subspace of anisotropie operator-valued symbols

with eonstant coefficients, that means they do not depend on (t, y, t', y').

Example 2 As mentioned in the introduction the spaces K"'''(X'') are BAN ACH spaces for

all S,i E R. Setting (K.>.u)(r,x) = (i;>.u)(r,x) = .-\~u(.-\r,x) for all u(r,x) E K"'1'(X") we

may define the symbol spaces Sio'·I(U x IRl+q; K··"Y(X"),K"-io'·"Y-JJ(X A )).

For example, the operator va.lued function a(r,1]) = (ir + 11J1 2) 0 e, where e de

notes the embedding K$,1'(X") '---10 K"'·,,'(X A ) with s ;:: s' and i ;:: ,', belongs to

S2,2(IR l+q; K"'''Y( X"), I\,.',"Y' (X")).

Another essential example of an operator-va.lued symbol is given by the following

Lemma 3 The operator A1tP oJ multiplication by t/J{r) E Cü(IR+) belongs to

SO,I(JR1+q
j K","Y(X A

), K"'''Y(X'')) Jor arbitrary s, i E IR.

Mo reove r, M : 4> t-+ M tP induces Jor all s E IR a continuous map

(7)

Proof: Since M tP does not depend on the covariables (r, 1J) E Rl+q we only have to find a

constant ctP > 0 tending to zero for 4> ...... 0 in Cü (ll4) such that the inequality

(8)

holds uniformly in (r,1J) E lR1+q•

Because of ",-l(r,1J)MtP K.(r,1]) = MtP(r[T.17JIJ) we can prove (8) in the same way as SCHUL

ZE [SCHI] 3.2.1 Proposition 5.

Note that the essential observa.tion for choosing c4J independent of (r, 1J) is

IMo{4>(r[r,1J],l)}(ip)1 = I[r,1J];PIIMo<t>(ip)1 = IMo4>(ip)l·

The second part of the lemma follows from ctj, ...... 0 for 4> ...... 0 in (8). 0

Now we formulate some assertions that are valid analogously in the isotropie theory and

can be proved by the same techniques as in [SCHI]. Therefore we will omit the proofs here for

abbreviation.
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The defini tion of the symbol classes and the nuclea.ri ty of Coo(U) give the following

Lemma 4 We have for an open set U = Ua X U' ~ Rl+9

10

such that every a(t, y, t', y', T,,,) E sv,I(U'J x lR1+9; E, E) can be written as a convergent sum

00

a(t, 1/, t', y', T,,,) =E cjbj(t, y)aj(T, ,,)dj(t', 1/')
;=0

with a sequence (Cj) Eil , bj, dj --+ 0 in CCX)(U) and aj --+ 0 in SV,I(Rl+q ; E, E) for j --+ 00.

(9)

Lemma 5 Let E,E and E be BANACB spaces and {"",x}, {;;;,x} and {~.\} the associated

group actions. Then we haue for arbitrary v, i/ E IR

(i) for all v ::; i/ there are continuous embeddings

(10)

(12)

(14)

(ii)

with the point-wise composition 0/ the operator-valued symbols,

(iii)

sv,l(U X Rl+q )sv,I(U X R.l+q· E E) } _ _
" C sv+v,I(U X R1+q. E E)

sv,l(U X Rl+9j E, E)sv,l(U X lR1+ 9) - I , ,

with the point-wise multiplication 0/ the sealar symbols by the opem"tor-ua/ued ones, and

(iv) fOT all 0' E NPO+P, ß E Nl+q and arbitrary v E IR we haue

Equation (11) is the composition law for operator-valued symbols.

Remark 6 The space S-oo (U X IR1+q jE, E) has a representation as projective linüt of the

form

S-OO(U X IR1+q. E E) - Um SII,I(U X IR:+q· E E)" - - ' , ,
IIEil

with the projective inclusions spectrum of the FRECHET spaces (sv,I(U X IRl+q; E,E))vEJi.

This space is independent of the concrete choice of {K,x} and {;;;,x} and does not depend on

the anisotropy I.

Furthermore, the inequalities (6) imply

(15)
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where we have on the right the SCHWARTZ space oe rapidly decreasing functions in RI+q with

vaJues in l,(E,E).

Thus Lemma 4 and the stability of the projective tensor product under the projective limit

gives

(16)

Proposition 7 Let Gj(t, y, T, 7]) E SVj,I(U X RI+q; E, E), JEN, be any sequenee 0/

anisotropie operator-valued symbols with IIj ~ -00 /or j ~ 00. Then there exists an

a(t, y, T, 1]) E sv,I(U x :lR1+q ; E, E) with 11 = max{lIj : JEN} Buch that /or every M E N

there is an N E N with

N

a(t,y,T,7]) - ~aj(t,y,T,7]) E sv-M,I(U x :lR1+9 j E,E),
j=o

and a(t, y, T, 1]) is uniquely determined mod S-oo(U x :IR 1+q; E, E).

(17)

We write a rv L aj and call a asymptotic surn of (Gj )j;o.

Definit ion 8 A /unction / E COO (R,I+9 \ {O}, 1:( E, E)) is ealled anisotropie II-homogeneous

in the operator-valued sense i/ it satisfies

(18)

/or all ,;\ E R+ and every (T,1]) E Rl+q \ {O}.

We eall the /unction / E COO (:IR1+q , 1:(E, E)) anisotropie II-homogeneous in the operator

valued sense /or large IT,11I, i/ equation (18) holds /or all ,\ ~ 1 and every (r,1]) E lR I+9

with Ir,1]I, > C /or some eonstant c > O. The smallest eonstant c with this property is ealled

homogeneity eonstant 0/ f.

Lernrna 9 Every a(r, 11) E Coo (:IR I +q , 1:(E, E)) which is anisotropie v -homogeneous in the

operator-valued sense for large IT,1]I, belongs to SV,I(RI+qj E, E).

Proof: Because of the (t, y)-independence of the function a we only have to check the inequa

lities

(19)

for every ß E Nl+q and (r,11) E lR I +q. We get (19) for Ir,7]1, :$ e by cornpactness of this

anisotropie ball. Outside we get by the homogeneity

II~-I (r, 1])D~.'1a( T, 7])~(T, 7])11

= lI~-I(r,1]){r,11]~-IßI/;;(r,11)(D~''1a) (_{T ]" _(11] ) ,,;-I(r, 1]),,;(r, 17)11
r,7], r,7]1

= [r, r&-IßI, I(D~A (Ir:f/W1r,f/f/],) 11

::;; C{T,7]]~-IßI"
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with C = sup{IID~'f1a( r, 17)11 : Jr, 1]11 = I}.

In the above estimate we used that the derivatives of homogeneous funetions are homoge-

neous of the eorresponding diminished order, again. 0

Next we define classical symbols. The scalar versions of these spa.ces are treated in [PIRl].

We denote by S( 11) ,1(U X (R1+q \ {O} ); E, E) the subspa.ce of all operator-valued functions

/(II)(t,y,T,17) E COO(U X (IRl+q\{O}),.c(E,E)), that are anisotropie v-homogeneous in (T,17)

for all (t, y) E U.

From 1T, 171,11 K-I 1 I 1,(11) (t, y, r, 1])KI'T 'l1l = 1,(11) (t, y, pr'TI ,.....!L.-) we get isomorphisms'T,'ll ' 'T,f1, 1'T,f1h

The inverse opera.tor is the anisotropie v-homogeneous extension of the given element.

Furthermore, we denote by S[II],I( U X IR l+q j E, E) the subspaee of all operator-valued fune

tions /(t, y, T, 17) E COO(U X lR1+q,.c( E, E)) that are v-homogeneous for large IT,17I" For an

arbitrary excision funetion X(T, 17) we have

Definition 10 Let v E IR and U = Uo x U with open Uo X U E RPo+P be given as in

Definition 1. Then the space 0/ classieal anisotropie operator-valued symbols 0/ order v

(21)

is defined as the set 0/ all a( t, Y, T, 1]) E SII,I(U X lR1+q; E, E) sueh that there is a sequenee

(a(II_j)(t,y,T,17))j;o with a(II_j)(t,y,T,17) E S(II-i),I(U X lR 1+q j E,E) for every j, sueh that /or

any excision /unction X(T, 17) we have

00

a(t,y,T,1]) ..... E X(T,17)a(II-j)(t,y,T, 17)
;;;;;0

(22)

in the sense 0/ Proposition 7.

Analogously to the isotropie ease we eall the /unction O"~(a)(t, y, T, 17) := a(II)(t, y, T, 17) ani

sotropie v-homogeneous prineipal symbol 0/ a.

Remark 11 The anisotropie (v - j)-homogeneous eomponents a(lI-i)(t, y, T,.,,) of some

a(t, y, T, 1]) ES;;'(U x Rl+q; E, E) are uniquely determined.

Remark 12 It follows that any function a(t, y, T, 1]) E S[II),I(U X 1R1+q ; E, E) belongs to

s;i'(U X R l+qj E, 15). Taking the uniquely determined anisotropie v-homogeneous extension
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a(tI)(t, y, T, 7]) E S(tI),I( U x R l+qj E, 15) of a(t, y, T, 7]) I{['T,f1]I=K} with sorne constant K > 0 whieh

is larger than the homogeneity constant of a, we have

for every excision function X(T,7]) such that a(t,y,T,7]) f'V X(T, f/)a(tI)t, y,T,7]).

Next we want to define a FREcHET topology in the space of classieal anisotropie operator

valued symbols. By definition we have a. canonieal embedding

(23)

for every vER. The relation (20) induees in S(tI),I( U X (lR1+q \ {O})j E, E) a. FRECH ETtopoIogy.
k

Then Remark 11 gives by a ....... X(T, 11) != a(tI_ j) a well-defined sequence of linear mappings
}=o

(24)

Moreover, we get by a I---io a(tI-i) a sequence of linear mappings

(25)

Now we topologize (21) with the weakest IDeal convex topology such that all the mappings

(23), (24) and (25) are eontinuous.

Let us now deal with the case of FRECHET spaces E and 15. We further assurne that there

are representations

E = tim Ei and E = lim Elf;

- -with projective inclusion speetra of BANACH spaees Eo ~ EI ~ ... and Eo ~ EI ~ ...

such that t he assoeiated sets of {,.;~) }j~~o and {~~k)}~o satisfy the compatibili ty eonditions

,.;~)IEJ+l = K~+I) and K~k)IEk+l = ~~k+I) for all j, k E N. Without lass of generality we may

also assume, that the eorresponding norms qi in Ej and iik in Ek give ordered semi-norm

systems in E and E.

Definition 13 Under the above assumptions we define for vER. and open U = Uo X U' E

!RPo+P the spaee Stlll(U X RI+qj E,E) of anisotropie symbols of order v with values in .c(E,E)

as the set of all a( t, y, T, 1]) E Coo (U X R I +q , .c(E ,E)) such that for every k E N there is some

j = j(k) E N with a(t, y, T,7]) belonging to SlIll(U X RI+q; Ei, Ek).

Remark 14 With this definition the assertions of Lemma 5 are also fulfilled for

FRECHET spaces E and E.
In the same manner we define the eorresponding subspaces of classical anisotropie symbols

S;/(U X lRI+qj E,E) with S;/(U X JR.I+q;Ej, EI:) for every k E N with some j = j(k) E N.
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Example 15 For P E As(,,0) with e = (8,0] and '*'( E lR we have a representation aB

projective limit

with Eo > 0 such that 1rcPn {z E C : nt l -'*'(+8 :5 Re z :5 nt l -'*'(+8+Eo} = 0 and Ej = E0 2- j
,

JEN. Analogously we take for Q E As('*'( - p, 8) a sequence (6k = 602-k)~0 where 60 > 0 is

chosen such that 1rcQ n {z E C : ntl - '*'( + JJ + 8 :5 Re z :5 nil - '*'( + p + 8 + 6o} =0 holds.

Then we have

KQ-II,"Y-#(X") = lim K·- II,"Y-#-S-6,,(X") + [w]l'Q.
k-oo

Further we set (#'i;~)u)( r, x) = (K~k)u)(r, x) = ,\!!flu(,\r, x) for all j, k E N which obviously

satisfy the compatibility conditions. Then by definition the symbol space

(26)

is the set of all a(t, y, T, Tl) E COO( U X IR.1+q , .c(K[;"Y(X"), K;;II,"Y-J.A(X"))) such that for every k E

N there is some j = j(k) E N such that a(t,y,T,1]) belongs to SlI,l(U X IR.l+q;K","Y-s-~j(X") +
[w]l'p,x.:·- II,"Y-#-9-S,,(X") + [w]EQ).

Lemma 16 Let E and E be FRECH ET spaees, that haue representations as projective li

mits 0/ BANACH spaees and /urther we assume, that the associated group actions satis/y the

eorresponding eompatibility eonditions.

Then euery a(T, TJ) E Coo(lR1+q , .c(E, 15)) := n~o U~o coo (lR.1+q , .c(E j , 15k)) whieh is ani

sotropie v-homogeneous in the operator-valued sense/or large IT, 1]1, belongs to SII,I(lRl+qj E, E).

Proor: As mentioned above we have to find for every k E N a number j = j(k) such that

the function a(T, TJ) belongs to SlI,l(U X lRI+qj Ej, Ek ). Because of Lemma 9 it remains only to

check a(T, TJ) E Coo(JRl+q, .c(Ei, Ek)). Hut frorn

00 00

a(T, TJ) E nUCOO(JRl+q, .c(Ej, Ek))
k=Oj=O

we get for every k same j = j(k) with this property. o

Remark 17 In view of Remark 12 we obtain that a(T, 1]) under the conditions of Lemma

16 is a classical anisotropie operator-valued symbol.

Lemma 18 The operator Mrj, 0/ multiplication by </>(r) E Cü (1I4) belongs to

SO,I (R,l+q; K;;"Y(X" ), K;;"Y(X")) Jor arbitrary s, / E lR and euery asymptotie type P E As(l' , 0)

with 0 = (8,0], -00 < 8 < 0 satisJying the shadow eondition, eJ. (0, (2)).

Moreover, the mapping

M Cö (II4) 3 4> ~ Mrj, E n SO,I(RI+q; x.:~"Y(X"), K~"Y(X")) (27)
.,"YElI.

is eontinuous.
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By analogons arguments as in the proof af Lemma 3 we see that the proof does not depend on

the anisotropy I. Therefore we will amit it for abbreviation.

1.2 Operators in anisotropie wedge SOBOLEV spaees

As in Section 1.1 we first fix BAN ACH spaces E and E and associated strongly continuous

gronps K). and K,>., respectively. Now let S(Rl+9 , E) =S(lR1+9 )®.E be the SCHWARTZ space

of rapidly decrasing E-valued functions. Then we define the FOURIER transformation

by F = F ® idE, where F denotes the standard FOURIER transformation. Setting

we define for T E [,(S(Rtt9
), E) the FOURIER transform FT =T 0 F E ['(S(R~~q), E). Then

for S E ['(S(lR~~q), E) we get the inverse FOURIER transform by F- 1S = So F-1 • We then

obviously obtain F- 1FT = T. Note that we get F = F for E = C as weil as F-1 = F-l,

that justifies the use of the same letter for the above defined FOURIER transformation for

vector-valued distributions and the scalar FOURIER transformation.

Definition 1 Let a(t, y, t', y', T, TJ) E S&I,I(V 2 X Rl+q; E, E) with an open V = Vo X V' C

Rl+q be givenj V 2 = V X V. Then we define

Op(a )u(t, y) = F0-~'1)_(t'lI)F(t',l1')-('r,'1) {a( t, y, t', y', T, TJ )u(t', y')} (1)

= JJei(t-t')T+i(JI-Y')'1 a(t, y, t', y', T, TJ)u(t', y')dt' dy' aT a1]

for u(t', y') E C~(V, E).

Remark 2 Similarly to the scalar theory Op(a) is a continuous operator

Op(a): Cgo(V, E) ~ COO(V, E)

for every a(t,y,t',y',T,1]) E S&I,I(V2 X lR 1+q;E,E).

Definition 3 We denote by \II&I,I(U; E,E) the FRECHET spaee of all operators Op(a) with

a(t, y, t', y', T, 1]) E SlI,I(V2 X 1R 1+q ; E, E).
Furthermore, we write \II~l(U; E, E) for the subspaee of all Op(a) with classieal symbols.

The elements 0/ 'V &1,1 ( U; E, E) are ealled anisotropie pseudo-difJerential operators, those in

'V ;i1( U; E, E) classieal anisotropie pseudo-differential operators 0/ order v.
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Analogously to the isotropie theory we use the notation

16

'l1 co ,1 (U; E, 15) = U 'l11-"'(U; E, E), (2)
vEI.

'l1-00 (U; E,E) = n 'l11-',' (U jE, E), (3)
IIEIl

where the spaee (3) is isomorphie to the space of integral operators with Coo-kernel.

Let us now introduee the anisotropie wedge SOBOLEV spaces of E-valued distributions.

Definition 4 For every 8 E R we get by

u~ Ilull." := (1. [T, f]]1·IIK-1
( T, f])Fu(T, "I )11~etTet"l) 1/2

.1+q
(4)

a norm in S (IR 1+q , E). The anisotropic wedge So BOLEV space W·,' (IR1+q, E) 01 order s is

defined as the completion 01 S (IR1+q ,E) with respect to the norm (4).

Note that the anisotropie wedge SOBOLEV spaees are BANACH spaees. As usually we write

H6"(lR1+q, E) if we have K). = idE for a.l1 ..\ E R+. With E = C we get the sealar version of

anisotropie SOBOLEV spaees, whieh we denote by H6,1(IRl+q).

Rernark 5 AnalogousIy to the isotropie ease (cf. [SCHI], Seetion 3.1), the operator T =

F0-~7j)_(t.i')K-I(T, 1])F(t,1,t)-(T,1]) extends by eontinuity to an isometry

(5)

This gives us the possibility to define W·"(IRl+q, V) for subspaces V C E whieh are not neces

sary preserved under K)" by W·,l (IR 1+q , V) :=T- 1H 6,' (IR1+q, V) (cf. Exarn pIe 15 below).

Lernma 6 For all s E IR the sJXlce C<f(R1+q ,E) is dense in W 6.l(IR1+q , E).

Proof: By definition we only have to prove, that C~(IRl+q,E) is dense with respect to the

norm (4) in S(R1+q , E). The isot ropic ease 1 = 1 was t reated, for instanee, in [SCH1], such

that we have to show the assertion for 1> 1.

Using the inequality [T,1]]' S C[T, "I]. we have Ilull6" S Ilu116,1 for all s E Rand every

u E S(R.t+q , E). Thus the isotropie ease implies the anisotropie ease. 0

Example 7 In our applications we are dealing with the ease of A:6''Y(X A)-valued distribu-
.!!±.!

tions. Like in Seetion 1.1 we ta.ke '">. u(T) = ..\ -y- u( ..\r) as associated graup action. Then we

have from Definition 4 the BANACH spaees W·,/(Rl+q,A:·''Y(X A». Setting s = '"Y = 0 we get

the HUBERT spaee WO"(IRI+q,A:0,O(X A» = WO(Rl+q,A:°(XA», which is independent of the

anisotropy I. The eorresponding sealar product is given by

(u, v)o = J(FU(T, 1]), FV(T, TJ),..-o,ara1].
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Gf course, the space Cö'(R,l+q,Cö'(X")) =Cö'(Rl+q X X") ia denae in W·,I(Rl+q,K·''''Y(X''))

for every s, '"Y E R, such th30t the form (., ')0 : Cö'(Rl+q X X") X Cö'(Rl+qX X") ~ C extends

for a.ll s, '"Y E R to a. non-degenerate sesquilinear form

Trus a.llows to introduce formal adjoints A- of opera.tors

th30t for aU s E R are eontinuous operators

Lernroa 8 There is a canonical embedding }Va,l(R1+q , E) 1......+ S' (IR1+q , E) given by (cP, u) =

f 4>(t,y)u(t,y)dtdy with cP(t,y) E W",l(IR1+9 ,E) and u(t,y) E S'(Rl+9 ,E).
!lI+q

We omit for abbreviation the proof, which is eompletely analogous to the isotropie case (cf.

[HIR1]).

Corollary 9 An E-valued tempered distribution u(t, y) belongs to the anisotropie wedge

SO BO LEV space Wa,l (IR1+9, E) iff F u(T, 1]) is measurable and 11 Ulla,1 < 00.

Definition 10 Let U ~ 1R1+q be open and K ce U eompaet. Then we define

w;/(U, E) .

Wa,l (U E) .-comp ,

W·,I(U E)loe ,

{u E W a ,1(R1+9, E) : supp u ~ K},

U W;/(U, E),
KccU

.- {u E S'(IR1+q, E) : wu E Wa,l (IR:+q , E) for all w E Cö(U)}.

Theorem 11 Let U C ]Rl+q be an open set and a(t, y, t', y', T, 1]) E sv,l(U2 X lRq+l; E, E) be

an anisotropie operator-valued symbol of order 11 E Rand Op(a) E q,v,I(U; E,E) the associated

pseudo-differential operator. Then

is eontinuous for all s E R.

The proof will be given in terms of a tensor product argument using the two following lemmata,

which can be obtained analogously to the isotropie case, see for instance [SCHt] or [HIRt].

Lemma 12 FOT every v E S (IR:+9) the operator Alv : Clf(R1+q , E) 3 4> 1--1' v4J E

Clf(R1+q ,E) has a unique continuous extension to Mv : W·,l (R1+q ,E) -;. W·,l (lR1+q, E).

Furthermore, the map M : S (IR1+q) 3 v ...... Mv E .c(Wa,l (R1+q ,E)) is continuous for all

sE R.
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Lemma 13 Let a(T, 1]) E sv,I(IRI+qj E, E) be an anisotropie operator-valued symbol with

constant eoefficients 0/ order v E IR and Op(a) E q,v,l (IR l+q; E, E) the associated pseudo

differential operator. Then Op(a) : ws,l (R1+q, E) --+ W,,-v,l (R,I+q ,E) is continuous for all

se Rand 1I0p(a)1I:5 SUP('T'f1)EIlI+q[T,1J]lVII~-l(T,'7)a(T,'7)"'(T,1J)lIc(E.E) =:p~~J(a).

Proof: (of Theorem 11) For every K ce U there exists a. function <p E C~(U) such

that cI>(t, y) = 1 in a neighbourhood of K. We want to prove that for every fixed K ce U with

such a cl> E C~(U) and a.rbitrary .,p E C~(U) the operator

(6)

ia continuous for all a(t,y,t',y',T,1J) E SV"(U'J x Rq+l j E,E).

Because of sv,I(U2 x IRI+q; E,E) = COO(U)01l"sv,I(IRI+q; E,E)01fCOO (U) we have the re

presentation a(t,y,t',y',r,1J) = L~OAjbj(t,y)aj{T,1J)dj(t',y'), where bj --+ 0 and dj --+ 0 in

COO(U), aj --+ 0 in SV,f(Rq+l j E,E) and {Aj}~1 Ei l .

Thus we obtain
00

M.pOp( a)A1.p = L: Aj Af.pbj Op(aj )M.pdj'
j=I

where .,pbj --+ 0 and 4Jdj --+ 0 in Cö(U). Therefore, we get by Lemma 12 and Lemma 13

00

IIM,pOp(a)M.pull.- lI,1 = 11 L AjM1/JbjOp(aj)M~djuIJ"-lI,1
j=1

00

< E IAjIIIAl1/JbjIIIIOp(aj)llllAl.pdjllllull.,1
j=I
00

::; E IAjIC1/JbjP~~J (Gi )C.pdj 11 ull",l.
j=I

The convergence of {C.pbj}' {C.pdj} and {p~:J(aj)} implies, in particular, boundedness, which

gives the continuity of (6). 0

Like in Section 1.1 we deal ~ith the case of FRECHET spaces E and E, which have repre

sentations as projective limits of BANACH spaces, where the associated group actions fulfill the

corresponding compatibility conditions.

In this case we also set 'lt ll,I(U;E,E) := Op(Sll,I(U2 x RI+q;E,E» for arbitrary open

U e lR I +q and define W",I(IRI+q, E) = lim W",I(lRI+q, Ek) as weil as
k-oo

W~p(U,E) = lim W~p(U, Ek) and W"~~(U,E) = Um W:~(U, Ek).
k-oo k-oo

Corollary 14 Every A E 'IV v,l ( U jE, E) has a unique extension to a linear continuous ope

rator A : W:~p(U, E) --+ W,:~v,,(U, E) Jor all s E IR.
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Example 15 In our applications we also need the spaees

E = K~'"1(X") = Um K$·'"1-9- 2-
keO(X") + (w]t"p

k-oo

for any asymptotic type P E As(" 0). Then we have by definition

W·,I(R1+q, E) = tim W",l (IR1+q, K·,'"1-9- 2-
ke

o (X") + [w]l'p)
Ir-oo

= li2!l W"·I(Rl+9, K: ••'"1- 9- 2-
ke

o (X")) +W··I(IR l+q, (w]Ep) ,
Ir-oo

where FW$,I(lR1+q, (w]l'p) is spanned by distributions of the form

w(r[r, TJ]I)Cjk( x)[r, 1]]~Pjr-Pj inIr(r[T, 1]],)Fv(r, 1])

19

with v(t, y) E H"·I(Rl+9). These are the singular functions (in the FOURIER image) of the

anisotropie diserete edge asymptoties. W",f(JRl+9, (w]l'p) is to be understood in the sense

T-l H ",1 (Rl+q , (w] l'p) with the above isometry (5) res t rieted to H".1 (lR1+q , [w]Ep) with the

subspace [w]l'p of K"·'"1(XI\).

Remark 16 For our applieations it will be convenient to use shorter notations for the

anisotropie wedge SOBOLEV spaees with values in K··'"1(X") or the subspaees with asymptoties

K;;'"1(XI\). For that reason we will write

W··'"1;I(X" X lR1+q ) ._ W$'I(R l +q,K··'"1(X")) and

W;:'"1;I(X" X lR1+q ) ._ W··I(R1+Q, K~'"1(X")).

Moreover, for some open U = Uo X U' ~ lR 1+Q we may form the camp, [oe versions of these

spaees, whieh are written aB

1.3 GREEN symbols and operators

In the following we shall introduee an ideal in the anisotropie edge symbol algebra, namely the

GREEN edge symbols. They will play the role of the smoothing elements in the edge symbol

algebra. However they will be not negligible, since the associated pseudo-differential operators

will not be compact.

The elements of the edge symbol algebra. are .c(K"''"1 (X") ffi CN - , K"'·'"1' (X") ffi CN+)- or

.c(K~'"1(X")ffiCN_,K~·')'I(X")ffiCN+)-valuedsymbols. Here s,s'",,' E lR, N_,N+ are non

negative integers and P, Q are asymptotic types. Moreover, we fix once and for all the group

a.ction ",>.(u(r,x) ffi z) = A~u(Ar,x) ffi z for all u(r,x) E9 z E K··')'(X") ffi CM , M = N_, N+.

From now on for abbreviation we will drop X" in the notation and write, for instance, K"·')'

instead of K,-"')'(X").
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Definition 1 Let jl, vER and U =Uo X U' with open Uo ~ lRPo and U' ~ lR,P'. For given

weight data g = (')',')' - jl,0), e = (9,0], -00 < 8 < 0, we denote by Rt/(U X Rl+q ,g) the

space of all

g( t, y, T, TJ) E nS~,,(U X Rl+q
; K·'''Y 1 KOO'''Y-~),

,e&

such that there are asymptotic types P E As(')' - jl, 8) and Q E As( -')', O), with

g( t, y, T, TJ) E n S~,l(U X R1+q; Ka,"Y, Sp-~)
aeI.

and

(1)

(2)g.(t, y, T, TJ) E nS~,l(U X R1+qj K"'-"Y+JS, SQ"Y).
"eil

HeTe .• means the point-wise formal adjoint with respect to the (non-degenerate) sesquilinear

form (.,.): /C.","Y X K-",--; ~ C. The elements of R~'(U X Rl+q,g) are so-called anisotropie

GREEN edge symbols.

Sometimes we need the spaee of modified anisotropie GREEN edge symbols denoted by

R(~)(U X lR1+q,g), whieh contains all

g(t,y,T,TJ) E n S~,I(U X R1+q;K·''',Koo,,,-JS),
.!eIl

such tha.t there are asymptotie types P E As(')' - jl, 0) and Q E As( -')', e), with

g(t,y,T,TJ) E nS~,I(U X IR 1+q;K","Y,Kp""'-JS)
"em.

and

(3)

(4)g-(t, y, T, 7]) E nS;"I(U X R 1+q; K"'---Y+JS, KQ'4).
"eil

Moreover, we indicate by P, Q the subspa.ces of anisotropie GREEN edge symbols with fixed

asymptotie types P and Q, such that we have the spaees Ri/(U X lR1+q,g)p,Q and R('6)(U X

R l+ q
, g)p,Q, respectively.

Example 2 Taking c(r, x) E Sp-~ and d( r, x) E SQ" we get from u( r, x) ~ Cu( r, x) :=

c( r, x )( u, d) a G RE EN operator G : JCoo,"Y ~ S;- JS on X 1\ wit h the formal adjoint operator

G· : /Coo,"Y ~ SQ"Y defined by v(r,x) ~ C·u(r,x) = d(r,x)(v,c).

Now setting g(r,TJ) = K(r, TJ)CI';-l(T, TJ) we obtain in view of the anisotropie D-homogeneity

for IT, TJI, > c

with g =(')',')' - jl,E». Then for every v E IR we have with w(r[r,TJ]I)[r,TJ]rg(T,TJ)wo(r[T,TJ]') a

typieal a.nisotropie GREEN edge symbol for every two cut-off funetions W,Wo.
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Definition 3 We denote by 9l~l(U x IR1+9, g; N _, N +) the space of all

g(t,y,T,1]) E nS:z,I(U x IR1+9;K"''')' ffi CN - ,Koo,")'-~ ffi CN+),
"EIl

such that there are asymptotic types P and Q, wit.h

g(t, V, T, 1]) E ns;/(U x R1+9 j K"'''' Ei) cN_, sp-~ ffi cN+)
.eli.

and

g-(t,y,r,1]) E ns;/(U x R.l+9;K·,-r+~ ffi cN+ ,S'Q ffi CN _).

.e"
Here .- indicates the point-wise formal adjoint in the sense

21

(5)

(6)

The elements g E 9l~/ (U x IR 1+9, g; N_, N+) are block-rnatrices like g = (9j k ) j,k= 1,2' W here

911 belongs to R2/(U x R 1+9, g), and thc other elements are families of finite dimensional

operators. 912 and 921 are symbols of the trace and potential operators, respectively, and 922

is a N+ x N_-matrix of scalar anisot ropic classical sy mbols of order v.

The formal properties of the entries 912, 921 and 922 are analogous to those of 911; therefore

we will mainly discuss the left upper corner of elemen ts in 9lcl (U x IR 1+9, gj N_, N+).

In the same manner we define the modified classes 9l(~) with left upper corners in R(~)(U X

IRl+q, g).

Remark 4 From the definition and the composition law for operator-valued symbols it

follows immediately that the product of two GREEN symbols is a GREEN symbol, again, where

the order of the product is the sum of the orders of the factors.

Of course, also the formal adjoint of an GREEN symbol has the GREEN property.

Remark 5 Multiplication by arbitrary r-powers does not destroy the GREEN property of

symbols, Le. for all a,b ER we have rQR2;'(U X Rl+q ,g)r-b = R~-a+b,I(U x IRl+9,g) as weIl

as

(:
Lemma 6 Let gj(t,y,T,1]) E 9l~-j,I(U x IRl+q ,gjN_,N+)p,Q, JEN, be any se

quence of anisotropie GREEN edge symbols. Then there exists a g(t, y, T, 1]) E ~~/(U x

Rl+q,g; N_, N+)p,Q, which is uniquely deteM1lined mod ~äoo(U X IRl+q,gj N_, N+)p,Q, such

that
00

g( t, y, r, 1]) '" E gj(t, y, T, 1]),
j=O

(7)
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where "" means, that for every M E N there is an N E N with

N

g(t, y, r, 1]) - E gj(t, y, r, 1]) E RG-M
•
l
( U X IR1+q, g; N_, N+)p,Q.

j=o

An analogous result holds for the fR(G) -classes, where we write -a instead of "".

22

Proof: Ir x(r, '1) ia some excision function and (dj)~o tends to 00 if j ---7 00 sufficient

ly fast, then the surn f X (~) 9j(t,y,r,17) converges absolutely in S;/(U x lR1+qjKJI·'"Y ffi
j=O J

CN- ,S~-Il E9 CN+ ) for every s e R. Analogously there ia some (dj )~o tending to 00 for j ---7 00

such that the BUffi f X (w-) gj(t,y,r,17) converges absolutely in S~,I(U X Rl+qjK",-"Y+1l E9
)=0 J

CN+, S'Q"Y-J1 E9 CN_) for every s e IR. Setting Cj := max{dj , dj} we have the convergence of

g = f X (7) gj{t,y,r,1]) as weIl as g. = f X (7) gj(t,y,r,1]), simultaneously, where g. is
)=0 J )=0 J

the formal adjoint of 9 and (refgsum) holds. The assertion for the 9l(G)-classes foIlows in the

same way. 0

Let us now define the GREEN operators of the anisotropie edge calculus. For that we first

introduce the smoothing GREEN operators.

Definition 7 YGoo
( U, g) for open U c IR1+q and weight data g = (", - jL, 0) denotes the

subspace of all GEn L:(W"·"Yil (t )(X" X U), wloo,("Yt-lJ)(X" X U)) such that there are asymptotic
Il

camp ,y oe .~

"e
types P E As(, - jL, 0) and Q e As( -,,0) with

</>G"p E nL:(W"'''Yi1(X'' X IR1+q), W~,"Y-Il(X" X R1+q)) and

.eIl
</>G."p E n.c(WtI .-'"Y+llil(X" X R1+q), WQ·-"Y(X"" X R1+q))

.ell

for all functions 4>,,,p E COO(U).

Here .• denotes the formal adjoint operator with respect to the sesquilinear form defined in

1.2 Example 7.

Definition 8 With the notations of Definition 7 and for N_, N+ E N we denote by

q)äCO(U,gj N_, N+) the subspace 0/ all

(

WtI.'"Yil (X" X U)
comp(t.~)

0enL: EB
JlEIl H",l (U CN_)

comp ,

wt;~·~~)(X" X U) )

, EB

lll~( U, CN+ )

such that there are asymptotic types P E As(, - jL, e) and Q E As(-" e) with

W~,1'-Il(X"X Rl+q) )

, E9

HOO(JRl+q, CN+)

and
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WQ"-"Y(X: x 1R
1
+

q
) )

l/OO(IRl+q, CN_)

tor all c) = diag(<PI ,~) and 'I' = diag( tPb ~) with /unctions <PI, ~, ,pb 'fh E Co(U).

Here .• denotes the /onnal adjoint operator with respect to

The elements 0/ '-DäOO (U, gj N _, N +) are called smoothing GREEN operators 0/ the anisotropie

edge ealeulus (to be treated below).

Defi nition 9 For vER, open U E R l+q and given weight data g = ('Y, 'Y - jl, <:» we define

the space

Yö"(U,g):= Op(R~l(U X R1+q,g)) +YäOO(U,g)

and analogously !D~l (U, g; N _, N+).

(8)

Corollary 10 Every f!; E !Dd'(U,gj N_, N+) extends tor arbitrary s E IR to a continuous

operator

W",'"Y;I(X" X Rl+q)

ffi ~

H""(Rl+q, CN_)

with cI» and 11' as in Definition 8.

W~-v''"Y-1J.;I(XA x R.l+q )

EI)

H"-V"(IRl+ q ,CN+ )

1.4 Smoothing MELLIN symbols with discrete asymptotics

A further ingredient of the edge symbols which oeeur in the isotropie wedge theory is a finite

sum of so-ealled smoothing MELLIN symbols. In this section we deal with the anisotropie

equivalent of this symbols.

Definition 1 Let w(r) and wo(r) be arbitrary cut-off /unctions and ehoose an h(t, y, w) E

COO(U, MiiOO(X)) with some asymptotie type R tor MELLIN symbols. Assume /urther Jl, v" E

IR, jl ~ v, JEN and a E Nl+q. Then a smoothing MELLIN edge symbol is an (t, y, T, 1])

dependent operator-valued /unction 0/ the /onn

(1)

with some E E IR satis/ying sg(h)(t, y) n r !!±l-6 = 0 and b +j +Jl - v ~ 'Y ~ E.
2

6 n

Note that op; 2 in (1) acts on the r-dependenee of all functions on the right of this

expression. Below we shall see, how the r-powers of the eovariables also ean be shifted to the

left modulo GREEN symbols.
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Proposition 2 Every smoothing MELLIN symbol a(t, y, r, 1]) belongs to sv,I(U X

R,l+q
j K"'''Y(X''), Koo,"Y-~(X")) for all s E lR and all allowed i E IR.

Mo reover, for every given asymptotic type P E As(i, 0) there exists an asymptotic type

Q E As(; - p,0) such that the smoothing MELLIN symbol a(t, y, r, 1]) belongs ta sv,l(U X

IRl+q;K:j;"Y(X"),KQ'''Y-~(X'')) for all sE R.

Proof: From the cone calculus (cf. [SCHI], [SCH3l) it follow8 immediately that the sym

bol a(t, y, r, 1]) is a COO-function in U X lR1+q with values in .c(K-''Y(X''), Kcol""'-~(X")) and

.c(K~"Y(X"),KQ""Y-~(X")),respectively, with some asymptotic type Q depending on P and

the MELLIN symbol h.

Next we observe for A> 1 and Ir, 111t > cl with the constaut cl E lR from (1.1,(4))

~~1 a(t, y, Air, A11)~'\u(r, x)

= ~~lw(r[Afr, A1J]I)r- v+i op~;-(h)( t, y)( r lAir, rA1J)l:rWO ( r[Air, ATJ]')~" u( r, x)

= ~~lw( rA[r,11],)r- v+i op~~ (h)( t, y)((rA)lr , rATJ)Owo( rA[r, "1],),,\~ u( Ar, x)

= ..\v-iw(r[r, 1]],)r- v+iop~ ~ (h)( t, y)(rlr, rTJtwo(r[r, 1]], )u(r, x)

= ..\v-ia(t,y,r,TJ)u(r,x)

for every u(r,x) E K-'''Y(X''), which implies that a(t,y,r,TJ) is anisotropie (v-j)-homogeneous

in the operator-valued sense for large Ir, TJ!f.

Thu8 by 1.1 Lemma. 9 and 1.1 Lemma 16 a(t,y,r,TJ) belongs to sV-i,I(U X

Rl+q;K","Y(X"),Kool"Y-~(X")) as weH as to sv-i,I(U X lR1+q;Kp"Y(X"),KQ""Y-JJ(X")) for all

s E lR.. From 1.1 Lemma 5 (i) we then obtain the assertion. 0

Example 3 Let L C COO(X X X) be any finite dimensional subspace, representing finite

dimensional smoothing operators, and define for p E C with Re p < ~ and k E N a funetion

f(r,x,x') by f(r,x,x') = w(r)r-Plnkrc(x,x') with any eut-offfunetion w(r) and c(x,x') E

L. Then we get by h(w,x,x') = Mr_w{f(r,x,x')}(w,x,x') a MELLIN symbol belonging to

MROO(X). If falsa depends COO of (t, y) then

h(t, y, w, x, x') = Mr_w{/(t, y, r, x, x')}(t, y, w, X, x')

Our next aim i8 it to prove sorne useful properties of smoothing MELLIN-symbols. The

assertions often hold modulo GREEN operators, such that it is nessecary to chara.cterize the

formal adjoint of a. smoothing MELLIN symbol.
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Proposition 4 For every smoothing MELLIN symbol h E COO( U, MiiOO(X)) there exists

an adjoint symbol h'" E COO(U, MpOO(X)) with some asymptotic type P for MELLIN symbols,

satisfying the relation

( )."Y-~ -"Y-i '"oPM (h) =oPM (h), (2)

where .'" denotes the point-wise formal adjoint operator with respect to the (non-degenerate)

sesquilinear fonn

P roof: The sesquilinear form (".) has for 'U, v E Cgo(X") the form

(u,v) = L1'''' r-~u(r,x)r-~v(r,x)drdx
= (r-~tL(r,x),r-~v(r,x))L2(X")'

We may construct h* point-wise, such that we fix (t, y) EU, and for abbreviation we omit

it in the notation.

Now setting A = op'l;"i(h) = r"Y-l"oPM(T--"+~h)r-·)+:g. we have to find A* such that

holds.

We obtain for f = T--"+Y hand 'U, v E CQO(X")

(Au, v) "" +""= (r-~r"/-'i'oPM(f)r-"Y 'i''U, r- 2 v)L1

= (oPM(/)r-"Y+ 9- 'U, r-nr"Y- g. V)L2

+" "= (r-')' 'i'u,oPM(f*)r-nr"/-'i'v)L1

" n n +"= (r-Yu, r- 2 r-"/-2r"oPM(Tnf"')r-"r"Y 'i'V)L1

Hut f*(w) = /("')(1 - w), (cf. [SCHI]), where .(.) means the formal adjoint in x-variables,

such that we have h"'(w) = T" /(.)(1- w).

An evident modification of the arguments then yields the assertion also in the (t, y)-

dependent case. o

Proposition 5 Let m(t, y, r, 77) = r-y+jop~;;' (h)(t, y)(rfr, r77)Q be given with some MEL

LI N symbol h( t, y) E Coo(U, M iiOO
), where R is some asymptotic type for ME LLI N sym

bols. Then under the conditions of Definition 1 and fOT every 4J( r) E Cao(lR+) we ob

tain that q,(r[r,77]l)m(t, y,r, 77)wo(r[r,77],) as weIl as w(r[r,77]t)m(t,y,T,77)4>(r[T,77]f) belongs to

R'(;'(U X Rl+q ,g) /or g = ('l', 'l' - Ji, 0).
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For the proof we need the following

26

Lemma 6 Let met, y, r, TJ) be given as in Proposition 5 and set for ß ~ 0 mp(t, y, r, TJ) =

r-v+jop~~(T-Ph)(t,y)(rlr,rTJ)Q, where we assume sg(T-Ph)(t,y) n r!w'_6 = 0. Then we
1

have

4>(r[r,TJ],)(m(t,y,r,TJ)rß - rPmp(t,y,r,TJ»1/J(r[r,TJlt) E R,;;+P,I(U XJR1+q,g) (3)

for every 4>,t/J E COO(Rr) for g =("i - 11,0).

Proof: By homogeneity 4>(r[r,TJ]I)(m(t,y,r,TJ)rP - rPmp(t,y,r,TJ»t/J(r[r,TJ]') is a classical

operator-valued symbol with respect to the subspa.ces with asymptotics. Moreover, the point

wise GREEN property is known by the cone calculus (cf. [SCHI], [SCH2]), which yields the

assertion. 0

Proof: (of Proposition 5) Choosing a cut-off function w(r) with w4J = 4J we ob

tain <p(r[r,TJ],)m(t,y,r,TJ)wo(r[r,1J],) = 4J(r[r,TJ]t)w(r[r,1J],)m(t,y,r,TJ)wo(r[r,1J]t). The opera

tor vaJued function 4J(r[r, 1J],)w(r[r, 1J]t)m(t, y, r, 1J)wo(r[r, 1]]/) is because of its homogeneity in

operator-vaJued sense for large Ir,1Jll a classical symbol with respect to the subspaces with

asymptotics, such that it remains to show the point-wise GREEN property of the symbols. For

that reason we omit the fixed variables (t, y, r, TJ) from the notation.

We have to check that there are asymptotic types P E As(,-jJ, 8) and Q E As( -,,0), such

that (gu)(r) = 4J(r[r,TJ],)r-v+jop~~(h)TIQI'wo(r[r,1J],)u(r) E S~-JJ for all u E U K6,'''f and
.eIl

(g*u)(r) = wo(r[r,1J],)rlQllop~-}-(h*)r-v+j<p(r[r,TJ],)u(r) E S'Q'Y for every u E U K3,-'Y+JJ .
• ell

Here h E Mii'JO and h* is given in the proof of 1.4 Proposition 4.

But h E MRoo implies for the above cut-off function w that (gu)( r) belongs to [w]Koo,'Y-JJ.

Note that supp w(r[r,TJ],) ~ supp wer) for every (r,1J) E JRl+q in view of [r,1J]' ~ 1, which

makes an (r, TJ)-independent choice of [w]Koo.'Y-JJ possible.

From 4J E Cr(lR+) it follows, that (gu)( r) has a zero of infin i te order at r = 0, t hat leads

to trivial asymptotics such that we get (gu)( r) E [w],(ö·'Y-JJ C S3- JJ .

The same argument gives 4J(r)u(r) E Kd-'Y+IJ for all u E K·,-'Y+JJ; and as in Proposition 2

we have (g·u)(r) E [wo]KQ'-"" C SÖ'Y for sorne asymptotic type Q.

The proof for w( r[T, TJ],)m( t, y, r , 1J)4J(r[r, 1]]t} follows from the above case by applying Lem-

ma 6 that allows commuting the r-powers through the MELLIN action. 0

Corollary 7 Let w, Wo and w, Wo be arbitrary cut-off !unctions, then for the !unction m =
met, y, r, 1J) given as in Proposition 5 we have

for g = (",- jJ,8).
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Proof: Let UB omit for abbreviation the independent variables in the notation. Then WffiWo

wmWo =WffiWo -wmWo - (wmWo -wmWo) =wm(wo -wo) - (w -w)mWo E R't/ by Proposition

5, because of Wo - Wo,w - w E Clf(lR+). 0

Proposition 8 Let a6(t, y, T, 7]) =W(T(T, 7]],)r-&l+jop~" h(t, y)(r'T, T7])crWO(T(T, ",],) with h

and 6 satisfying the conditions of Definition 1. Then, if 6' is another allowed choice fOT the

giuen h, it follows

(5)

fOT g = (1',1' -1l,0).

Proof: In view of the homogeneity the a6 and a6' are classical operator-valued symbols with

respect to the subspaces with asymptotics. Moreover, a6 -a6' are point-wise GREEN operators,

which is known by the cone calculus. Thus the difference is necessarily of GREEN-type. 0

Lemma 9 Let v, ii, p, jl be arbitrary real numbers. Then for every smoothing MELLIN sym

bol a(t,y,T,,.,) (that belongs to n S;/(U x IRl+qjK"''',Koo,-Y-Jl), cf. Proposition 2), and every
"Eil

GREEN symbolg(t,y,T,,.,) E R~'(UxRl+q,g) withg = (1'-P,1'-(p+ii),0), °= (8,0], -00 <

8 < 0, we have (ga)(t,y, T,1J) E R~+ii.I(U x lR1+q, g) for g = (1',1' - (p + ii), 0). Moreover, fOT

g =(1' + jl,1', 0) we find (ag)(t, y, T, 1]) E R~+iitl(U x lR1+q,g) for g = (I' + jl,l'- p, 0).

Proof: We will only consider ga. For ag the proof is analogous.

In view of the anisotropie v-homogeneity in the operator-valued sense for large JT,11I, the

smoothing MELLIN symbol a(t, y, T, 1]) is a classical opcrator-valued symbol of order v. Since

also every GREEN symbol is a classical one, we get that ag has this property, too, because of

the general fact that the composition of classical symbols remains classical.

By definition we have

00

R~((U x lR1+q,g)p.a 3 g(t,y,T,1]) I'V L::X(T,1])g(ii-j)(t,y,T,1])
j=O

with uniquely determined (ii - j)-homogeneous operator-valued functions 9(ii-j)(t, y, T,1]) such

that X(T,1])9(ii-j)(t,y,T,11) belongs to R8{(U X IRl+q,g)p-. Q-. with asymptotic types Pi ~ P
J' J

and Qj ~ Q. For every JEN we then get via point-wise composition the function

(6)

which is anisotropie (v +ii - j)-homogeneous in the operator-valued sense for large IT, 7]11. Mo

reover, the cone calculus gives point-wise GREEN property of (6) with (X9(ii-j)a)u E S~~Jl+jj
_ J

and (X9(ii-j)atu = (a*(X9(ii-j)*)U E SQ7 where Qj ~ Q depends on Qj and the MEL-

LIN symbol a. Note that Q follows in the same way from Q and the asymptotic beha

viour of a(t, y, T, ,.,). Hut then for any further excision function X'( T, 1]) we have X9(ii-j)a =
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XX9(ii-j)a+ (1- X')X9(ii-j)a, where X'X9(ii-j)a E R~+ii-j.l (U x R l+q, g) P,Q and (1- X)X9(ii-j)a

belangs to Räoo(U x lR1+q,g)p,Q beeause of eompaet (r,1])-support. Finally using 1.3 Lemma

6 we find
00

""' , R"'+ii,I(U lR1+q )ag ~ LJ X X9(ii-j)a E G X ,g P,Q
j=O

that was to be proved.

1.5 The algebra of smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols

o

We now turn to the announeed ideal of smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols in the aniso

tropie edge symbol algebra.

Definition 1 R~+c(U x Rl+q,g) /or g = (",- jl,8), e = (-k,O], k E N \ {O} and

Jl - v E N, is the space 0/ all operator /amilies

(m +9)(t,y,r,1]) = m(t,y,T,1]) +9(t,y,T,1])

with 9 E R'(/(U X IRl+q , g) and m(t, y, T, 1]) bein9 a finite sum 0/ operator-valued symbols 0/ the

/onn

w(r[T, 1J],)r- v+jop~a-~(h jer )( t, y)(rlT, r1])Crwo(r[r, 1]],)

with varying j = 0, ... , k - 1 and multi-indices 0', where hjer E Coo(U, MRjO;:(X)) satis/y the

conditions 0/ 1.4 Definition 1 with respect to ~jer.

Definition 2 fR';j+c(U x IRl+q ,gj N_, N+) /or g = (1',1' - jl, 0), 0 = (-k,O], k E N\ {O}

and Jl - v E N, is the space 0/ all matrices

(
m(t,y,T,1]) 0)

(m+g)(t,y,T,1]) = 0 0 +g(t,y,T,1])

with g E fR~' (U x IR l+q, gj N_, N+) and m( t, y, T, 1]) being as in Definition 1.

As in the previous section we define the modified smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols

indicated by subscripts Al + (G).

Corollary 3 Let bj{t,y,T,1J) E 91~L~(U x Rl+q ,gjN_,N+), JEN, be any sequence

0/ smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols, where the asymptotic types P and Q appea

ring in the GREEN part of the symbol are the same JOT all JEN. Then there exists a

b(t, y, T, 1]) E fR~+G(U X IRl+q, g; N_, N+), which is uniquely detennined mod fRGoo(U x

Rl+q , gj N_, N+)p,Q, such that

00

b(t, y, T, 1]) ~ E bj(t, y, T, 1]).
j=O

The same is true i/ we insert everywhere (G) instead 0/ G and replace ~ by ~G.
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Proof: The assertion follows immediately from the general property that the subspace

RM~'bCR X U' X IR l+q, g) with fix~d asymptotic types P and Q in the GREEN part of the .

symbols is a subspace of Rö-i,/(lR X U' X Rl+q,g)p,Q for j > k - J-l +v-I (cf. [SCH3]) and

1.3 Lemma 6 after subtracting a finite sumo 0

Proposition 4 Let w( r), wo(T) and w( r), Wo (r ) be arbitrary cut-off functions and

h(t, y, w) E COO(U, MROO(X)) with some asymptotic type R for MELLIN symbols and h(t, y, w) E

COO(U, MÄ,OO(X» with another asymptotic type R JOT MELLIN symbols. Assume further

v,iI,'Y,1 ER, j,l E N and a,ä E Nl+q. Then with

a(t, y, T, TJ) =w(r[T, TJ]I)r-v+;op~9- (h)( t, y)(T'T, rTJ )CtWQ(r[T, TJ]/)

for E E lR with sg(h)(t, y) n r ~-6 = 0 and

b(t, y, T, TJ) = w(r [T, 1]]I) r - ii+]0 p~ ~ (h)(t, Y)(r IT, rTJ )ÖWo (r [r, 1]]1)

for'6 E IR with sg(h)(t, y)n r !!±l-s = 0 we haue b(t, y, T, TJ)a(t, y, r, 1]) E R~~~;(U XlR1+q
, g) fOT

2

g = (f' f - jl, e) fOT euery J-l satisfying 6' +j +1+Jl- v - ii ~ f ~ 6' with some IR 3 E' ~ E+'6.

Proof: First using 1.4 Lemma 6 we get

ba(t, y, r, 1]) = wr- ii+1oPt'!f (h)( t, y)(r1r, r1]Y\~}owr-v+j op~; g. (h )(t, y)(r'r, rTJY~wo

= wr-ii+]-v+iop~; 9' (TV-i h)( t, y)woWop~;;' (TICiII h)( t, y)( r'r, r1])O+Öwo +91

with a GREEN edge symbol 91'

Let us set H := op~i(T1ö11h)(t, y) and H := op~;'(TV-ih)(t, y). Then we have for some

cut-off function w' satisfying w'w = w' and w'wo = w'

ba = wr-ii+]-v+; HWoWH(r'r, rTJ)o+Ciwo

= w'r- ii+1- Jl+i HwowlI(r'r,rT/)o+öwo + (w - w')r-ii+]-v+; HwowH(rlr,T1])o+öWo

= w'r- ii+J- v+i H H(r'r, rTJ)o+öwo - w'r- ii+J- v+i H(l - wow)H(r'r, TTJ)o+öwo (1)

+(w - w')r-ii+1- v+i HwowH(r'r, rT/)o+öwo . (2)

From 1.4 Lemma 9 and 1.4 Proposition 5 it follows the GREEN property of (2). Writing the

second item of (1) in the form

w'r- ii+J- v+i H(1 - wow)H(r'r, r1])o+öwo = w'r-ii+J- v+i H(l - wo)(l - w)H(r'r, r7])o+öwo

+w'r- ii+J- Jl+i fl(l - wo)wH(r'r, rl1)o+ö wO

+w'r- ii+J- Jl+i Hwo(1- w)Il(r'r, r7])o+öwo

we immediately find the GREEN property using 1.4 Lemma 9 and 1.4 Proposition 5 onee again.
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So it remains to deal with c(t, y, T, 1]) := w'r-ii+1- y+i iI H(rIT, r1])o+&wo. But 1.4 Proposi

tion 8 allows to write

c(t, y, T, 1]) = w'r-ii+l-y+jop~l- (TY-ih)(t, y)op~~(TI&llh)(t, y)(rIT, r1])Q+&wo

= w'r-ii+1- y+jop~- ~ (Ty-j ho Tlcil l h)(t, y)( rlT, r1])Q+ciWo +92

with a. GREEN edge symbol 92 and 6' ~ 6 +6such that sg(TY- j h 0 TI&II h)( t, y) n r n.±l-6
'
=0.

:l

Because of h(t, y, w) E COO( U, Mit'O(X)) as well a.s h(t, y, w) E COO(U, MÄOO(X)) the func-

tion (Ty-rh 0 TI&IIh)(t, y) belongs to COO(U, Mji,OO(X)) with some asymptotic type for MEL-

LIN symbols R'. 0

Theorem 5 Let a(t, y, T, 11) E R;:}+G(U XJRl+q, gt} and b(t, y, T, 1]) E R~+G(U XIRl+q, g2)

for gl = (", - JL, e) and 82 = (, - JL" - (p +{l), 0) be given.

Then we have (ba)(t,y,T,1]) E R~~&(U X lR1+q ,g) for g = (1',,- (JL + jL),E» and

a*(t,y,i,1]) E R';j+G(U X Rl+q,g*) for g. = (-i + jL, -,,0).

Proof: From a = 9a +m a and b = 9b +mb it follows

(3)

1.4 Lemma 9 and 1.3 Remark 4 imply that 9b9a +9bma +mb9a belongs to R;J~&(U X lR 1+q
, g).

The last item of (3) is a finite surn of operator-valued functions we dealed with in Proposition

4, such that we also have mbma E R~i~&(U X R l+ q
, g).

The second assertion follows from the fact, that the set of GREEN edge operators and

smoothing MELLIN operators remains preserved under the ·-operations. o

The properties stated in Theorem 5 give rise to an algebra of smoothing MELLIN and

GREEN symbols. With smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols we also associate pseudo

differential operators.

Definition 6 Let 1I,ll E lR, an open set U ~ lR l+q and weight data g = (i, i - jL, e) with

e = (-k, 0], k E N \ {O} be given, where JL - 11 E N. Then we define the space

(4)

I.

In an analogous manner we define fD!:i+o( U, g; N_, N+).

Corollary 7 Every A E Y~~G(U, g) extends for arbitrnry s E R to a continuous operator

A . W",l (U K"'~) -lo W~-y,I(U KOOI~-~)
• camp , loe'

which restriets for every P E As(i, 0) to a continuous mapping

A . W",l (U K"'~) W~-lI,I(U Koo,"Y-~)
• comp , P -lo loc 'Q
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with some Q E As(, - jJ, e) that depends on P and A.
"""Furtherm'ore, every A E y~,l (V, g) induces for all s E lR an opemtor

A . Wa,l (V K,.,OY) -+ W·-&l,I(V Koo,oy-~)
• camp , loe' Q

with some asymptotic type Q E As(,- jJ, 0).

31

Proo!: Corollary 7 is a consequenee of 1.2 Theorem 11 and of the fact that every smoo

thing MELLIN and GREEN symbol is an anisotropie operator-valued symbol between the eone

SOBOLEV spa.ces as weil as the subspa.ces with asymptoties. 0

2 Anisotropie edge pseudo-differential operators

2.1 Interior symbols and MELLIN operator convention

In trus seetion we deseribe the loeal interior symbols of the anisotropie edge pseudo-differential

operators and formulate a MELLIN operator eonvention.

Let us first remind onee again ofthe singular configuration ofthe wedge. We study operators

on IR X W, where lR 3 t describes the time axis and W is any eompact manifold with edge

Y, whieh is itself a. closed compact Coo-manifold of dimension q, Furthermore, we assume

that for every y E Y there exists an open neighbourhood A C W of y, such that we have a

homeomorphism A -+ (Rt- X X X V')/( {O} X X X V') with an open set U' C IRq that restricts

to a diffeomorphism A \ Y ~ X" X V' Here the base X of the model cone is itself a closed

eompact n-dimensional Coo-manifold,

H V = X(V) is the image of achart on X in IRn we have loeal interior symbols on (IR+)r X

Vr X Rt X V~ of the form r-&lp(r,x,t,y,rp,{,rIT,rTJ) where p(r,x,t,y,p,{,T,i]) belongs to

S&l,,(~ X V X R X V' X ]Rl+n+l+9), Note that the anisotropy of this space only refers to the

time covariable T. Here S&I"(R+ X V X IR X V' X R~~~f;;+9) denotes the subspace of anisotropie

symbols in R+ X V X R X V' X IR1~~/·t+9 that are COO in r up to r =0 and for that the constants

in the symbol estimates are uniform in 0 ~ r ~ rl for arbitrary rl > o.
We denote by S&I,/(14 X V x]R X V' X ]Rl+n+l+9) the spaee of all jj = p(r,x,t,y,p,~,T,1])

such that there is ap(r,x,t,y,p,{,r,ij) E SV,I(R+ X V X lR X V' X Rl+n+l+q ) with

p( r, x, t, Y, p, {, T, TJ) = p( r, x, t, y, rp, { , r lT, r1] ).

With the symbols p we associate the (t, y, T, TJ)-dependent operator families

(1)

which acts for fixed (t, y, T, 1]) first on Cr(IR+ X V).
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Fixing any finite atlas {(Vj, Xj )}~1 of X and a subordinate p~rtition of unity {tPj }~1 a.s

weIl as an N -tupIe of functions {Wj E C~CVj )}f::;;1 with <Pj1/Jj = <Pj for a.ll ;" ~e form to an

arbitrary system {Pj E sv,I(ll4 x Vj x IR. ~ .p.'. ~.,Rt~~,+:ltq)}~·;". 0 '= Xj(Vi), the operator
family , '; '.. '; " ':

N "'- ' ,' ..t

P(t, y, T, 1]) = t'4>j'{X;~~1b,(r~)(Pj)(t, y, T, 1])}1Pj, (2)
j=1

where xj denotes the operator pull-back under the map Xj. For every fixed (t, y,;, 1]) we

therefore have P(t, y,;, 1]) E 'It&l(Il4 x X). Analogous considerations make sense (and will be

employed below) also for classical symbols.

We first interpret P(t, y,;, 1]) as an operator family P(t, y,;, f]) : Cgo(X A
) -+ COO(X A

) and

write P(t, y, ;, f]) E COO(R x V', 'It &1,1 (XI'i R l+q )) and COO(R x V', W:i'( X"j Rl+q)), respectively.

Proposition 1 For all P(t,y,r,1]) E COO(R x V', q,&I"(X A jIR1+q)) and arbitrary cut-off

functions w, Wl and u, Uo the opemtor farn ily

belongs to sv,l(lR X V' x lR1+q ;,(6,I'(XA),,(6-&l,I'-V(X A)) for alls,,,"! E IR.
N

Proof: We have by construction u(r)r-&I P(t, y, T,1])uo(r) = r- V ,2: <PiXjoP1/J,(r,x)(uPjUo)tPi'
J=O

The symbol qj(r,x,t,y,p,€,T,f]):= (1(r)Pi(r,x,t,y,p,~,T,f])uo(r)belongs to sv,I(ll4 X Vi X

IR X V' X IRl+n+l+q ) and does not depend on r for r > c for some constant c > o. But then it

follows

such that qj has a representation

00

qj(r,x,t,y,p,{,T,f]) = fj(x,t,y,p,~,T,f])+ E >'ik<PJ(r)qj(x,t,y,p,~,T,f]) (4)
k=l

where {Aik}:i;;l E 1I, <P~ tends to zero in C~(ll4) and qj tends to z,ero ,~n sv,I(Vi X IR x V' X

Rl+n+l+q ) for'k ~ 00.

Moreover, for Qj(t, y, T, f]) := oP1/J,(r,x)(iii) a.s \\i;.Il.as, for Q~(t, y, r, 1]) := oP1/J,(r,x)(qj), k =
. l

0, 1, ... , we have

N

u(r)r-&I P(t, y, T, 1])uo(r) = r-vE <PjXjQi(t, y, T, 1])tPj
i=O

= t 4JjX; (r-&l Q1(i, y, T, f]) +f AikMcp;r-&lQ7(t, y, T, f])) ,pi
J=O k=l

N

= E rPixjr-&lQ1(t, y, T,1])1/1i
j=o

00 N

+ L L <PiX;AikMcp~r-/)QJ(t, y, T, TJ)tPi' (5)
k=lj=O )
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An easy eomputatio~ shows that all the rYQ~(t, y, T, TJ) are anisotropie v-homogeneous in
. !!±.!. N

the operator-valued sense (for K Au( r, x) = A '2 u( Ar, x)) such that ,L 4>jx;r-vQ~( t, y, T, TJ )l/lj
. 1=0

belongs to sv,l (R. X V' X Rl+9 j ,(3,..,., ,(3-Y,..,.-V) for all s, 'Y E lR.

Furthermore, for every j the sequenee of operator families {r-YQj(t, y, T, 11)}~1 tends to
N

zero for k --+ 00. Using 1.1 Lemma 3 we get that ~ 4>jX;M!,p~1/Jj belongs to SO,I(R X V' X
1=0 J

lR1+q j K··..,., K·''''f) for al.l s, 'Y E IR and {M!,p~ }~1 tends to zero for k --+ 00.
J

Therefore (5) eonverges in SV,I(R X V' X lR1+9; K3,..,., K3-Y,"'f-Y) and henee it has the property

to be an operator-valued symbol of order v.

Moreover, (l-w(r[T,TJ]I)) as weil as (l-wl(r[T,11]I)) are anisotropie O-homogeneous in the

operator-valued sense for large IT, 771/, such that the assertion follows from 1.1 Lemma 9 and

the eomposition rule for operator-valued symbols. o

Definition 2 For any vER we denote by N~,I(X; IR~~q) the space 0/ all /unctions

h(w, T, 11) E A(Cu" q,y,I(X j lR1+q)) with

(6)

/or all ß E R, uniformly in Co ~ ß $ Cl fOT Co < Cl. The anisotropy in (6) only re/ers to T

such that Im w is fonnally treated as a further fl-variable.

Remark 3 We have in N~.l(X j lR I +q) a eanonical FR EC HETtopology (cf. analogous

ly [SCH4]). Furthermore, there are the subspaces M~,I(X; lR1+q ) of classical symbols,

which are analogously defined in terms of classical operator families in W~;'(X j 1R1+q )) and

q,~;'(X;rß x Rl+q), respectively.

Proposition 4 Let a function f(r,t,y,w,T,fl) = h(r,t,y,w,r1T,r1J) be given with some

h(r,t,y,w,r,ii) E COO (1I4 X R t X U~,N~,I(XjlRl+9)). Then ao(t,y,T,fJ), defined by

an( t, y, T, TJ) := w( r[T, TJ]I)r- Y op1fn
/

2
(/)( t, y, T, TJ )wo(r[T, 11Jl) (7)

with arbitrary cut-off /unctions W,Wo E CO'(IR+), belongs to the symbol space Sy,l(lR X U' X

IRl+qj K3,"'f(X"), K3-V,..,.-y(X")) /or all S E R.

I/ h, in particular, does not depend on r we obtain thai an(t, y, T, TJ) belongs to the subspace

0/ classical operator-valued symbols.

Proof: Because of (r,TJ)1 ~ 1 there exist cut-off functions (1,(10 such that the relations

(1(r)w(r(T,11]I) = w(r[T,t1l1) and (1o(r)wo(r[T,1J]f) = wo(r[r,TJJ,) are fulfilled for all (T,t1lI. The

refore we mayassume, that the function / (r, t, y, W, T, 11) does not depen d on r for r > c with

some constant c > 0, such that / comes from some h with
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and h has a representation

00

h(T, t, Y, w, f, ij) = hO( t, y, w, f, ij) + L Ak<pk(r )hk(t, y, w, f, ij)
k=l

34

where {Ak}k;l E II, <pk tends to zero in Clf(Il4) and hk tends to zero in Coo(R' X

U' ,N6"(X;RI+9) for k ~ 00.

On the other hand from the edge degeneracy it follows that r-voprin
/
2(fk)(t, y, T, 7]) for

fk(t, y, w, T, 7]) = hk(t, y, w, ,.Ir, Tl1) is v-homogeneous in the operator-valued sense, which im

plies especially the second part of the proposition. But then it folloW8 the assertion in the same

manner as in Proposition 1. o

Let us now state the MELLIN operator convention. It sa.ys tha.t one can express the

pseudo-differential action of P(t, y, r, 1]) along the cone axis variable r E ~ as a family of

MELLIN pseudo-differential operators. We will construct the associated MELLIN symbol,

which may be chosen as an holomorphic function in the MELLIN covariable w E C.

Theorem 5 For every operator famiLy P( t, y, r, 1]) E Coo(IR X U', lJf v,l (X"; lR1+9)) of the

foMTI. (2) there exists a function h(r, t, y, w, T, ij) E Coo(~ X IR t X U', N6,I(X; lRI+q)) such that

for

we have

f( T, t, Y, w, r, 1]) =h( r, t, y, w, r1r, rl1) (8)

(9)

for all 6 E R. Conversely fOT every such f there is an operator famiLy P(t, y, T, 11) such that (9)

hoLds aLsofor all 6 E IR. In particuLar, for P(t,y,T,1]) E COO(IR X U', q,~;'(X";lRI+9)) itfollows

h(T,t,y,W,T,ij) E Coo(~ X IR t X U' ,M6,I(X;IRI+Q)) and vice versa.

For proving Theorem 5 we first study a Iocal version of the MELLIN operator convention.

Let us denote by sv,l(~ X V X R X U' X Cw X IRe,~,~+9) the subspace of all h(T, X, t, y, w,~, r, 1]) E .

A(Cw, sv,l(lR+ X VxH. X U'xIRe,~,~+9)) such that h(r,x,t,y,ß+ip,~,r,1])belangs to sv,I(IR.r X •

V x R X U' X rß X IRe,~,~+9) for all ß E IR, uniformly in Co ~ ß :$ Cl for arbitrary .reals CO < Cl.

The space sv,I(Rr x V x IR X U' x Cw X Re,~,~+9) has a natural FRECHET topology.

Lemma 6 The kemel cut-off operator Hf/; defined by HtjJ =Mr_w1/J(f)M~:'; fOT a func

tion t/J( r) E Clf(lR+) with 1/J(r) == 1 in some open neighbourhood of f = 1 induces a continuous

mapping

for every v E IR, where we have (HtjJf)lw=ip - f E S-OO(~ X V X IR X U' X ro X lRn +I+9), such
1

that fOT h = (H,pf)lw=ip the operator famiLy oPAf,roPtjJ,r(h - f)(t,y,r,1]) belongs to COO(lR X

U', w-OO(R+ X Vj lR I +q )).
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We omit the proof of Lemma 6 j the anisotropy causes no additional difficulties compared

with the case treated in [SCHI] or [DDRI]. Now we are ready to state the mentioned local

version of the MELLIN operator convention.

Lemma 7 Let p(r,x,t,y,p,{,r,T}) = p(r,x,t,y,rp,{,r'r,rT}) be given, rohere the functi

on p(r,x,t,y,p,{,r,ij) belongs to sv,l(~ X V X R X U' X R.~~~f;ijl+q). Then there exists an

h(r,x,t,y,w,{,f,ij) E SV,I(R.rxVxIRxU'xCu,xRe.t.~+q) such thatforh(r,x,t,y,w,~,T,fJ) =

h(T, x, t, y, w, e, r'r, rfJ) the relations

and

oP1Ji,{r,x,t,lI)(p) - oPit,roP1Ji,{x,t,u)(h) E \II-OO(Rr X V XR XV')

hold for all 0 E IR.

(11)

Proof: First we have opL(h) =op~(h) for every 0,6' E IR. This follows by CAUCHY's integral

formula from the holomorphy of h with respect to wand the holomorphy of the MELLIN image

of a function with compact support with respect to r. Thus we may restrict ourselves to the

weight E= ! such that the associated weight line is f o = {Re w = O}.

We will prove for any symbol p(r,x,t,y,p,{,r,ij) the existence of an

and a symbol

( t - t - -) sv-I '(R V lR V' RI+n+l+q)PI r,x, ,y,p,,,,-,r,t] E '+ X X X X p,e,f,ij

such that for Po := p the rela.tion

holds, where ~ means equality mod COO(lR XV', \II-OO(R+ xV; R~~q)).

Then doing the same with PI leads to h l and 112 satisfying the analogous relation. Therefore

we get inductively for the already constructed Pk of order v - k a symbol hk of order v - k and

a Pk+1 of order v - (k + 1) such that

1

OP1Ji,{r,x)(Pklp:rp)(t, x, T, 71) ~ (OP1,roPw,r(hk) +OP"u,(r,x)(Pk+llp:rp))(t, x, r, 1]) (13)

holds. Summing up we have

1 k

OP"u,{r,r)(Plp:rp)(t,x,T,t]) ~ (oPXt,rOP1/J,r(Ehj) +OP1Ji,{r,r)(Pk+IIß=TP))(t,x,r,fJ). (14)
j:O
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In sv.l(~ X V x IR x U' x f o x IR.e.t~+q) we then form the asymptotic sum

00

l!( r, x, t, y, w, e, T, ij) I"V L hj ( r, x, t, y, w, e, f, ij),
;=0

which implies

Like in Lemma 6 we can set h := Ht/Jl! and obtain

36

(15)

as desired. In h it is allowed to set f =r'r and ij =TfJ because it a.cts like an r-dependence of

coefficients, that means it is involved as an action from the left hand side in the operator.

Now (11) follows immediately from (10) such that it remains to show the first step, na

menly (12). The way does not depend on (x,t,y,€,T,ij) such that we omit this variables for

abbreviation.

We have to choose for p(r,p) E SV(lR+ xlR) elements ho(r,w) E SVCR+ x f o) and Pt(r,p) E

sv-l(~ X R) such that

1
0Plb,r(pIß=rp) ~ oPM,r(ho) +oPlb,r(pdß=rp) (16)

1
opXt(ho)u(r)

holds, where.~ now means equality mod \IJ-oo(IR+). Let us set h(r,ip) = p(r,-p) and look

for Pt. For X : IR. -+ IR.+ defined by X( s) = T = e-6 wc have

= 100
fOO ( T,) -ip ho(r, ip)u(r') d~'ap

-ooJo r r

= (X·)-l1:1: ei (.-6')Pho(e- lJ
, ip)x·u(s')ds'ap,

where x· denote the pull-back of functions with respect to X. For q(s, p) = ho(e- IJ
, ip), that

means

which implies

q(s,p)I ..=-ln(r) = p(r,-p),

1

opL(ho) = X.oPt/J,r(q),

(17)

(18)

where x. denotes the operator push-forward with respect to x. Thus there exists a symbol b
such that

(19)

where we get b mod symbols of order -00 by

- ~ 1 k ,b(r,p)lr=x(6) I"V L.J y;i(8p q)(s,X (S)p)<I>k(S,p)
k=O •

with tPk(s, p) = D~ei.6.( •• i.p) 1..= .. and .6.(s, 5, p) = (X( 5) - X( s) - X( s)(5 - s ))p.
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From t he defini tion of x we get x'(s ) = - r . Therefore b( r, p) is detemined by

q(s, -rp)I"=-ln(r) modulo symbols of lower order. Furthermore, <Pk(S, p)I"=-ln(r) has the form

<pk(r,rp) where <pk(r,p) E cco(IR+ x IR) is a polynolllial with respect to p of order :5 k/2.

It follows b(r,p) = b(r,rp) with b(r,p) of order 11 whieh is COO in r up to r = O. Note that

b(r,p) - q(s, -p)I.=ln(r) belongs to S&l-l(~ X R). Using (17) we obtain

b(r,p) - p(r,p) E SV-l(R+ x lR).

The formulas (18), (19) and (20) give with p = plp=rp and b= blp::rp

1 -
oPM,r(!lo) ~ oPt/l,r(P) +oP,p,r(b - p).

(20)

(21 )

Trus implies (16) for PI = b- p. In the same manner one ean treat the general case of

(x, t, y, {, f, ij)-depenrlent symbols; the obvious details will be dropped. 0

Proof: (of Theorem 5) Hy assumption P(t, y, T, 7]) has the form (2). Now we use Lemma

7 for every Pi and set with the resulting hj( r, x, t, y, w, e, T, ij) E sv.l(R+ X Vi X .IR x U' X Cw X

RntIfq)e..r,,,
N

h(r, t, y, w, T, ij) = E <Pjopt/J,:r(hj )( r, t, y, w, f, ij)1/Jj,
j=1

whieh belongs to CCO(R+ X IR X U' ; N~·I(X j IRl+Q
)). Then with f( T, t, Y, w, T, TJ) =

h(r,t,y,w,r1T,rTJ) we obtain (9).

If we suppose in addition that all Pi in (2) are classical symbols we get even an

h(r,t,y,w,T,i]) E CCO(14 X Rt X U~,Al~,I(X;IR1+Q)) such that for f(r,t,y,w,T,TJ) =
h(r,t,y,w,r1T,rTJ) we have (9) for all 0 E lR. Ir on the other hand such a funetion f is gi

yen, then we find an operator family P(t, y, T, 1]), whieh turns out to be classieal, such that (9)

is satisfied for an 0 E R. 0

2.2 Pseudo-differential operators with exit behaviour

The anisotropie operator-valued edge syrnbols of the following seetion will contain operators

on the infinite eone XI\ 3 (r, x) for r ~ 00 where the specifie properties for large r playa role.

r ~ 00 will be regarded as a.n exit of the underlying manifold to infinity. So we will talk about

operators with eorresponding exit behaviour. This was studied, in particular, by CORDES

[eOR1] and SCHROHE [SeRl]. Here we will develop a variant with additional covariables in

the anisotropie set-up.

The main point is to introd uee t he symbols and operators in loeal eoordinates (r, x, t, y)

with the eovariables (p, e, T,1J). In order to simplify notations we shall first neglect (t, y). The

final symbol and operator families will depend as Cco-functions on (t, y) and this ean easily

aeeepted afterwards. The variable x will run over an open set V $; Rn, r over R.+. We shall

first allow r E R. and then eut-off the objects for r > c with some c > o.
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The exit behaviour of a symbol q(r, x, p, {, T, 77) for Irl -+- 00 is defined by the symbol

estimates

(1)

for all r E R, (p,{,r,7]) E Rl+n+l+q, x E K ce v and all k,o.,ß", with constants c =
c(k,a,ß,"'{,K) > O. Here we denote by [P,{,T,7]]t the smoothed norm function associated with

the anisotropie norm Ip, {, r, 7]1, := (Irj2+I(p, {, fJ)1 21)n. The a.nisotropie order v E lR js arbitrary

as weIl a.s the order 0 E R. in r. For our purposes it suffices to restrict the consideration to

0=0.

Let us denote the dass of all symbols p satisfying the estimates (1) for 0 = 0 by SJI,I(lR x

V X lR1+n+1+q )e, endowed with the FRECHET topology, defined by the best constants in (1) as

semi-norms.

Let us now define the spaee q,JI,i (R x X; Rl+q)e of parameter dependent pseudo-differential

opera.tors on lR X X of order v, depending anisotropicallyon (T, 7]) E IRl+q and satisfying the

exit eondition for Irl -+- 00.

Definition 1 The space 'l"JI,i(lR X X;lR1+q)e consists 0/ all

N

Q(T,1]) =E tPj{xjoPt/l,(r,x)(qj)(r,1])}1/Jj +C(T,1])
j=1

(2)

fOT arbitrary qj(r, x, p,{, T, 1]) E sv,I(IR x'·Vj X lR1+n+1+q )e fOT j = 1, ... , N, (cf. analogously 2.1

Jormula (2)) and Jor an arbitrary Jamily oJ smoothing operators C(T, 7]) on R. X X with kemels

in S(R.~~q,COO(X X X, S(lR X R))).

Note that if C(T,7]) has a kernel C(T,7],X,X',r,r') E S(R~~q,COO(X x X,S(lR x lR))) then

the operator acts as (C(r,7])u)(r,x) = Ix ITlC(T,7],X,X',r,r')u(r',x')dr'dx'.

The space 'l1 v,i (R x X; R 1+q)e has a natural FREC H ET topology. T he same is true of

q,v,I(X"; lR1+q)e obtained from \I1 v,l(lR X X; lR1+q )e by restriction to r > O. Then it makes sense

to talk about COO(R t X V' 'l'v,I(X A '1R1+q ) ) for an open set V' C IRqy' , T,TJ e - •

The following results are easy consequences of CORDES [eOR1], SCHROHE [SCR1] (cf. also

the material in EGOROV, SCHULZE [EG01]), that will tacitly be used below.

Proposition 2 Let arbitrary cut-offJunctions O'(r)'O'l(r) and an operator Jamily Q(r,7]) E

'Ifv,t (X"'; IR1+q)e be given. Then JOT every (T, 77) E IR1+q the operator

(1 - u)Q(r, 1])(1 - O'd : K"'i'(X A
) ~ K"-V,i" (XA

)

is continuous JOT all s E lR and all weights "y, "'{' E IR.

Proposition 3 Let arbitrary cut-off functions 0'( r), 0'1 (r) be given. Then fOT any ope

rator Jamily Q(t, y, T, 7]) E COO(IR X U', 'l'v,i(X"'; IRl+q)e) the operator-valued Junction (1 -
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0' )Q(t, y, r, '1)(1 - ud belongs to 5&1,1 (R. X U' x IR l+q;K"'')' , K"-&l,')") /or every s E IR and all

weights ",' E IR.

Remark 4 Because of the finite support of a. tP(r) E Co(lR+) we have that M,p regarded

as a constant function of (r, '1) belongs to 1IJO,1(X "; Rl+9)e.

Proposition 5 Every Q(t, y, r, 7]) E COO(Rt X U~, 1IJ&I,,(X"; lR1+q )e) induces fOT fixed

(t, y, r, 1/) E R X U' X R 1+q with some cut-off functions 0'( r ), 0'1 (r) E Cö (R.+) a continuous

operator

(1 - O'(r))Q(t, y, r, '1)(1 - O'I(r)) : S(X") -+ S(X").

Here we set as be/ore S(X") = S(lR, C<Xl(X))II.t.

Theorem 6 A(r,7]) E 1IJ&I,f(X";Rl+9 )e and B(r,7]) E 1IJii,f(X";IRl+9 )e, v,v E IR, implies

(A(l- O'(r))B)(T, '1) E \If&l+ii,/(X";IR1+9 )e /or every cut-off /unction u(r). Moreove r, we haue

A"(T, 1]) E '1'&1,1 (X"; lR1+9 )e, where A·(T, 7]) denotes the point-wise formal adjoint 0/ A(T, 7]).

2.3 The edge symbol algebra

In this seetion we deseribe the properties of the anisotropie edge pseudo-differential operators

on symbolic level. We will introduee an algebra of matriees of anisotropie operator-valued

symbols, whieh also eontain traee and potential eonditions as in BüUTET DE MONVEL'S algebra

of boundary value problems for elliptie operators.

The algebra of smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols as we1l as the algebra of non

classical GREEN symbols form ideals in the mentioned edge symbol algebra. Furthermore, we

will get an analogue of the symbolie ealeulus from SCHULZE [SCH2J.

Definition 1 Let jl, v E IR, jl - v E N, and weight data g = (", - jJ., <:» with , E Rand

e = (-k, OJ, k E N \ {O}, be given. Moreover, let U' S; IRq be an open set. Then we denote by

R&I,I(IR x U' x IR l+q, g) the set 0/ all operntor /amilies

a(t,y,T,f]) = u(r){ao(t,y,T,f])+al(t,y,r,11)}uo(r)

+(1 - u(r))aoo(t,y,r,7])(I- O'l(r))

+(m + g)(t,y,r,f])

with

/or /(r,t,y,w,T,11) = h(r,t,y,w,r1r,rf]) where h(r,t,y,w,T,ij) belongs to COO(R+ X IR X

U', Nc/(X; lR1+q
)) and
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for P(t, y, T, 7]) E coo(lR X V', q,v.l(XI\; Rl+q)e)'

Mo reove r, we demand that aoo(t,y,T,7]) E COO(lR X V','I1 t1 ,I(X";Rl+q)e) as weil as

(m+g)(t,y,T,7]) E R!J+G(IR x V' X lR1+q,g), and we suppose that W,WO,Wl and U,UO,Ul are

cut-off functions satisfying WWo =wand WWl =Wl as weil as UUo =U and UUl =Ul'

Furthermore, we assume that fand P are related one to another via MELLIN operator

convention (cf. 2.1 Theorem 5).

The elements of Rv,l(lR X V' X Rl+q,g) are called anisotropie edge symbols.

We get by definition the spaee R~/(R X V' X Rl+q,g) of classieal anisotropie edge symbols

if we demand the eondition P(t,y,T,1]) E COO(R X V', 'I'~'(XI\;lRl+q)e) where we set COO(lR X

V', \l1~'(XI\;Rl+q)e) := COO(R x V', 'IJ~i'(XI\; Rl+q )) nCOO(R X V', q,y,I(XI\; lR1+q)e) which has

the eonsequenee that h(T, t, y, w, f, ij) E COO(IR+ X IR X V', Al;,I(X; IRl+q»holds.

Remark 2 Using the notation of 2.2 we get for the anisotropie edge symbols

(1)

and for the smoothing elements

In view of Remark 2 the elements in Rv,l (R X V' X R l+q, g) are uniquely determined by the

systems of symbols

and

qj(T, X, t, y, p, e, T, 1]) for x E Vj and C< T ::; 00 (ef. (2.1,(2»

with 0 < c < C, j = 1, ... , N.

Reeall that the rnapping whieh assigns to the tuple {r-tlpj} j=I, ....N U {qj }j=I .....N an element

of Rv,I(R X V' X lR 1+q ,g) was obtained by operator eonventions. Theyeontain

(i) some finite eovering {Vj}, a subordinate partition of unity {4>j} on X and an associated

system of funetions {tPj} with tPj E Cö(Vj), 4>jtPj =4>j for all j;

(ii) the global definition of operators along X;

(iii) the MELLIN eonvention for thc {Pj} near T = 0 and eonstruetion of the eonerete operator

valued symbols near T = 0 by using, in partieular, the eut-off funetions W,WO,Wt;

(iv) adding the operator family associated with the symbols {qj} with exit behaviour by using,

in particular, u, UD, Ul'
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Without loss of generality

41

(30) we m30Y assume the symbols Pi 30nd PI: are compatible over the subsets corresponding to

Vi n VI: in the sense of the push-forward rme with respect to the coordinate diffeomor

phisms on symbolic level;

(b) it suflices to start the discussion with the symbols

j = 1, ... ,N.

From now on for convenience we will write (3) = qi(r,x,t,y,p,~,r,1]). Then, in the above

points (i)-(iv), we may argue in terms of qj both near r =0 and r = 00.

This gives us altogether operator conventions

(4)

which map the symbol tuples to the operator-valued symbols in Rv,I(IR X V' x Rl+q ,g).

Definition 3 Let jj, vER, jj - v E N, and weight data g = Ci, f - P, 0) with f E IR and

e = (-k, 0], k E N \ {Ol, be given. Moreover, let V' ~ IRq be an open set.

Then we denote"by Dlv,I(IR X V' x Rl+q ,g; N_, N+) the set 0/ all matrices

(

a(t,y,T,1]) 0)
a(t, y, T, 1]) = 0 0 +(m +g)(t, y, r, 1])

with a(t,y,r,f7) = oo(r){ao(t,y,r,1]) + al(t,y,r,f7)}ooo(r) +(1- oo(r))aoo (t,y,r,f7)(I- ul(r))

with ao, ab aoo and u, Uo, 001 being given as in Definition 1 and a smoothing MELLIN and

GREEN symbol (m + g)(t, y, T, f7) E !)l~+G(lR X V' X IRl+q, gj N_, N+). Analogously we define

!)l~l(R X V' X lR1+q ,gjN_,N+) by demanding a(t,y,r,1]) E R~l(R X V' X 1R1+q ,g).

As before, we investigate at first the left upper corners of the matrices in fRv,l(lR X V' X

lR l+q , gj N_, N+) w hich belangs to Rv,l (R X V' X IR l+q , g). This part corresponds to the pseudo

differential equation while the other items represent the additional trace and potential condi

tions of the problem.

Remark 4 Definition 3 can imrnediately be generalized to symbols a( t, y, t', y', r, 1]) with

(t, y, t', y') E (lR X V') X (lR X V'). This variant will be tacitly used below in the edge operator

algebra generated by Op(a), a E fRv,I(IR X V' X IRl+q ,gj N_, N+), modulo the smoothing

operators in !DäOO(R XU',g; N_, N+).
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Proposition 5 Let Jl,V E IR, Jl - v E N, and fix weight data g = (1,1- Jl,8) with

1 E IR and 0 = (-k, 0], k E N \ {O}. Moreover, let U' ~ Rq be an open set. Then we haue

i'Rv,I(R. X U' X Rl+q,g; N_, N+) ~ n"EIl sv,l(IR X U' X IRl+q; K"''''' EI) CN- ,K"-v,,,,,-~ EI) CN+) and

for every asymptotic type P E As(1, e) there is some Q E As( '"Y - Il, 0) such that i'Rv,1 (IR X

U' X lR1+q g. N N) c n sv,l(lR X U' X Rl+q. Y'.,"Y t:rl CN- V'.-v,..,.-~ t:rl CN+), , - , + _ .e& I """P UJ , """Q 'CD •

Proof: Because of 2.1 Proposition 1, 2.1 Proposition 4, 2.2 Proposition 3 and the definition of

smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbols all the ingredients of an edge symbol are a.nisotropie

operator-valued symbols between the cone SOBOLEV spa.ces as weil as the subspa.ces with

asymptotics which yields the assertion. 0

Lemma 6 For every anisotropie edge symbol a(t, y, T,.,,) E Rv,I(R X U' X Rl+q, g), an

arbitmry cut-off fünction wand some 4>( r) E COO(lR+) with w(r )4>(T) = 0 the functi

ons w(r[r,l1],)a(t, y,r, l1)4>(r[T, 1]],) and 4>(r[T,fl]f)a(t,y,r,11)w(r(r,1]],) belong to R~/(lR X U' X

Rl+q, g).

Proof: The point-wise GREEN property follows from the cone calculus (cf. [SCHI]). Fur

thermore, using Proposition 5, from the standard homogeneity argument and the composi

tion law for operator-valued symbols we get immediately that w(r[r, 11],)a(t, y, r, 11)4>(r(T, 1]]1)

and 4>(T (T, 7]] ,)a(t, V, T, 1])w( r(r, "1],) are operator-valued symbols with respeet to t he subspa.ces

with asymptoties such that it remains to prove that the treated functions are classical sym

bols. We can prove this by TAYLOR expansion arguments with respect to r. The method

is the same for all items and we are going to show it only for the MELLIN part of the

edge symbol. Then we have to look at 4>(r[T,1J],)aO(t,y,T,1])w(r[r,1]]I) with ao(t,y,r,"1) =

w(r[r,1]],)r-Vop;~(f)(t,y,T,1])Wo(r[r,.,,]J), where f(r,t,y,w,r,11) = h(r,t,y,w,r
'
T,r11) with

some h( r, t, Y, w, T, iJ) E COO(~ XR. XU', N~,I(X; lR1+q»(cf. Section 2.1).

In 2.1 Proposition 4 we stated that ao(t, V, T, "1) is anisotropie v-homogeneous in the

operator-valued sense for large Ir,1]l, if h(r,t,y,w,T,ij) does not depend on r.

For given N E N we get by TAYLOR'S formula

N-l

h(r, t, y, w, T, ij) = L ,Jhj(t, y, w, T, ij) + rNh(N)(T, t, y, w, f, ij).
j=O

Then setting a~)(t, y, r, 1]) = w( r(r, 1J]I)r-v-N+jop;~(fj)( t, V, T, 11)Wo(T[T, 1]],) for j =0, ... , N

with !J(t,y,w,T,11) = hj(t,y,w,r1r,rTJ) for j = O, .•. ,N - 1 and fN(r,t,y,w,r,11) =

h(N)(T, t, y, w, r1r, r1]), we have

ao(t,y,r,f/) = r N (~a~)(t,y,r'f/)+ar)(t,y,r'f/»)

= (r(r, f/],)N (};(r, f/],N a~)(t, y, r, f/) + [r, f/J,N a~N)(t, y, r, f/») .
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But here for j = 0, ... , N -1 we observe that [T, fJ]i N a~)(t, y, r, fJ) is anisotropie (-N +v- N +

j = v- j)-homogeneous in the operator-valued sense for large Ir, 1]11 and [T, fJJi N a~N) (t, y, r, 1])

is an anisotropie operator-valued symbol of order v - N.

Finally multiplieation by (r[r, fJ]I)N which is anisotropie G-homogeneous in the operator

valued sense for large Ir, '111 preserves the desired structure because of the compa.ct support of

cP such that the proof ia complete. 0

Proposition 7 Let w, wo, w. be cut-off functions satisfying the conditions wWo = wand

ww. = w•. Furthermore, we assume a(t,y,r,7]) = ao(t,y,r,'1) +a.(t,y,r,'1), where an and a.

are defined as in Definition 1. Thenforä(t,y,T,'1) =äo(t,y,r,'1)+ät(t,y,r,'1) with

and

ä.(t,y,r,1]) =(1- w(r[T,1]]/»P(t,y,T,1])(I- wdr[r,1]]I)

we haue u(rHa(t,y,r,'1) - ii(t,y,r,1])}O'o(r) E R;:;'(lR X U' X lR1+q,g) where 0',0'0 are cut-off

functions as in Definition 1.

Proof: We omit for abbreviation the variables (t, y, T, 1]) and r, hut keep in mind that cut

off funetions are denoted hy w if the argument r is multiplied by [r,1]]1 and by u if not .
...,_!!.

Furtherrnare, we set F := r-~oPM 2 (f). Then we have a = wFwo + (1 - w)P(I - w.) and

ä = wFwo + (1 - w) P( 1 - w.). Now we choose cut-off fu nctions w' ,wb, w~ satisfying

Then we have

I I , " I I , f- ,WWo = w, w w. = Wl , W W = w, w w =w .

u{a - ä}O'o = er{w'(a - ä)w~ +w'(a - ä)(1 - w~)

+(1 - w')(a - ä)w~ + (1 - w')(a - ä)(1 - w~)}uo,

(5)

where the second and the third item have the GREEN property hy Lemma 6. For the first item

we get

erw'(a - ä)w~O'o = UW/{wFwO - wFwo + (1 - w)P(I - w.) - (1 - w)P(I - w.)}w~l1o

cf. (5), which has also the GREEN property hy Lemma 6, because of w'(wo - wo)wb = O.

It remains to deal with 0'(1 - w')(a - ä)(1 - w~ )0'0. Using the MELLIN operator convention

we get for all cP, t/J E Clf(lR+) that 4>F1jJ = cP(P + g)t/J with some 9 E R~/(R X U' X ]Rl+q ,g).
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Then we have

00(1 - w')(a - ä)(1 - wDo-o

= 00(1 - w'){wFwo + (1 - w)P(1 - Wl) - wFwo - (I - w)P(1 - wt}}(1 - wDuo

= 0'(1 - w'){wPwo + (1 - w)P(1 - Wt)-

-wPwo - (1 - w)P(1 - wt} +wgwo - wgCJo} (1 - wDuo.

44

The supposed conditions on the cut-off functiofis yield w(l - WO) = w(l - wo) = (1 - W)wl =
(1 - W)Wl = 0 such that from Lemma 6 it follows that the symbol

b := (1 - w'){wP(1 - WO) + (1 - W)PWl - wP(1 - Wo) - (1 - W) PW l }(1 - wD

belangs to R~/(IR X U' X Rl+q ,g). Hut then

u(1 - w')(a - ä)(1 - wDuo = u{(l- w')(a - ä)(I- wD +b - b}uo

= 0-(1 - w'){(P - P) - wP(1 - wo) - (1 - W)PWl +
+wP(1 - wo) + (I - W)PWl +wgwo - wgwo}(1 - wDuo

also belongs to R~/(R x V' x Rl+q ,g). o

Remark 8 Without 1055 of generality we may assume in Definition 1 that the operator

family P(t, y, T, 1]) coincides with aoo(t, y, T, 1]). Under this condition we obtain analogousIy

to Proposition 7 that the concrete choke of the cut-off functions 00,000,001 with 00000 = 0' and

uUl = 001 only affects a(t, y, T, 1]) in Definition 1 fiod R~/(IR. x V' x lR1+q
j g).

Proposition 9 Let aj(t, y, T,1]) E Vlv-j,I(Rx V'XR1+q, gj N_, N+), JEN, be any sequence

0/ symbols, rohere we assume that the asymptotic types P and Q 0/ the involved GREEN symbols

are independent 0/ JEN.

Then there exisls an a(t, y, T, 1]) E VlJ.l,I(R X V' X IR.l+q, gj N_, N+), which is uniquely deter·

mined modulo R(G)(R X V' X IRl+9, gj N_, N+)p,Q, such that

00

a(t, y, T, 1]) ......(G) L aj(t, y, T, 1]),
j=O

rohere '" ......(G)" means, thai /or every AI E N there tS an N E N with a(t, y, T, 1]) 
N
,2: aj(t,y,T,77) E Vl(G)M,I(R X lj' X IRl+9,g;N_,N+)p,Q.

1=0

An analogous result holds /or c1assical symbols aj with a resulting a(t, y, T, 1]) E 9t~;'(R X

lj' X IRl+q , g; N_, N+)

Proof: For the sake of simplicity we will only prove the Iocal version of the proposition and

drop all arguments with respect to localization and globalization on the manifold X. Moreover,
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we will only deal wHh the left upper corners of the matrices, the case of the whole matrix is

then an obvious generalization. Furthermore, we will keep in mind that the varius cut-off

functions w in the argument are multiplied by (T,1]]1 whereas cut-off functions u only depend

on r. We will often drop the variables (t, y, T, 11) and r in the arguments, Moreover, note that
,

lIj=lI-j.
...,_!!.

Then we have aj = O'(wr-VjopM :I (/j )wo+(l-w )Pj(l-wt ))0'0+ (1- 0')Qj{I- 0'1) +mj +9j'

Note that in view of Proposition 7 and Remark 8 it ia possible to pass to j-independent cut-off

functions.

For proving Proposition 9 we will construet a sequence of symbols fj(r, t, y, T, 11) =

h~(r,t,y,rlT,r11) with h~(r,t,y,f,f1) E Coo(~ X R t X U~,N~j,/(V;lR~~q)) and a sequence of

symbols with exit behaviour QJ E COO(R X U', 1Jfvj,/(lR+ X V; lR1+q)e) such that

(6)

and

(7)

00 . 00

and for which I := t= r J fj as weil as Q := t= QJ a.re absolutely convergent sums in the
J=O J=O

corresponding symbol spaces.

Then setting bj = u(wr-Vjop;;;~ {/j - tj)wo + (1 - w)(Pj - 11)(1 - wI))uo + (1 - u)(Qj 

QJ)(l - ud + mj +9j, where PJ is associated with fj via the MELLIN operator convention,

we obtain bj E Rir~(G)(R X V' X lR 1+q
, g)p,q. Thus using 1.5 Corollary 3 we get a b E

R~+(G)(lRxV'xIRl+q,g)Plq with b ...... (G) 'L,bj and bis unique mod R(G)(lRxV'xRl+q,g)p,q .
...,_n 00

But now a = O'(wr-VoPM 2 (f)wo+(I-w)P(l-wd)uo+(l-O')Q(I-O't}+b with P:= E P'j
j=O

has the asserted properties.

Finally it remains to construet the sequences QJ and fj. Locally for some chart V ~ V

on X the operator family Qj is defined by Qj = oPtJt,(r,r){qj(r,x,t,y,p,e,T,17)} with some

qj E SVj,I(R X V X R X V' X lR1+n+1+q )e' But then for

qy(T, x, t, y, p, {, T, 1/) = X (p, {~jT, 1/ ) qj(T, x, t, y, p, {, T, 1/),

where x(p,~, T, 17) is some excision function, we get the desired operator family Q~ =
oPtJt,(r,r){qJ(T,x,t,y,p,~,T,1J)} satisfying condition (7). Ir further Ci tends to 00 sufficiently

fast we obtain an absolutely convergent sum Q =E Q~.

For constructing fj we first restrict the symbol hj(r, t, y, W,1:" fJ) that is associated with Ij

to the weight line r ~_...,., Now we get by 2.1 Lemma 6 (analogously applied to f !!fl-..., istead

of f o) with the kernel cut-off operator HtJt from

hO( . - -) (P,f,f1) h I ( . --)j r,t,y,tp,T,1J = X S j r~_..,. r,t,Y,JP,T,17
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with some excision function X(p,T,r,) the symbol Tl~ = /11jJh~. Then !f(r,t,y,w,T,11) =
00

h~(r,t,y,w,T'T,r1]) fulfills the condition (6). The surn L: r i fj now is absolutely convergent
n=O

if the constants ci tend to 00 sufficiently fast for j ~ 00. 0

Theorem 10 From a(t, y, T, 11) E rytv.l(lRx U' x]Rl+9, gl; N, N+) and b(t, y, T, 11) E rytii,I(Rx

V' X lR}+9,g2; N_, N) for weight data g. = (i - P,i - (jl + JL), 8) and g2 = (i,,- ji, 0),

respectiuely, it follows (ab)(t,y,T,11) E lJtv+ii,I(R X V' X ]RI+9,gjN_,N+) for the weight data

g = ("Y, i - (JL +P), e).

Moreover, a(t,y,T,11) E 9tv•1(lR X V' X R.t+9,g;N_,N+) for g = (i,"Y - p,8) implies

for the point-wise taken formal adjoint a*(t,y,T,11) E 9tv ,l(lR X V' X RI+9,g*; N+, N_) for

g* = (-"Y +1', -I' e). Analogous relations hold for the symbol classes with subscript cl.

For proving Theorem 10 we need the following lemma.

- I
Lemma 11 Let the symbols g(t, y, T, 1]) E R~ (lR X V' X IRI+9,gd and (m +g)(t, y, T,1]) E

Rr;;}+G(R xV' X IR: +9 ,g.) for weight data gl = ('Y, 'Y - {i, e) be given.

Then for every a(t, y, T, 1]) E Rv,I(IR XV' XR1+9, g2) for g2 = ("Y- ji, l' - ({i+ p), 8) we haue

ag E R~+ii,I(IRxV'xIR1+9,g) anda(m+g) E R~~&(RxV'xIRI+q,g)forg = (','Y-(ii+JL),0).

An analogous result holds if we compose a symbol a from the right hand side to an GREEN or

smoothing MELLIN and GREEN symbol.

Proof: In view of Definition 1 we have a =0'(ao - a.)O'o + (1 - 0')aoo (1 - ud + m+9 with

m+9 E R!:i+c(lR X v' x lR1+q ,g2) and the non-smoothing MELLIN, the FOURIER pseudo

differential and the exit parts ao, 01 and a oo l respectively. Then we have to look at the

compositions

(8)

and

a(rn +g) = O'(ao +a.)0'01n +(1- O')aoo(1- O'dm +(m +g)m + ag. (9)

Using the composition rule for operator-valued symbols we obtain that ag belongs to

n sv+ii,I(IR X V' X lR1+q i K6,..,., Koo,..,.-(IL+M). So it remains to prove that (8) is a classical
6ElI
symbol with point-wise GREEN property. In virtue of 1.4 Lemma 9 and the definition of

GREEN edge symbols we get (m +g)g E R~+ii,I(IR X V' X lR I +q, g).

Moreover, for fixed (t, y, T, 7]) E lR X V' X IR:+q it follows

and

for every s E lR, which implies the point-wise GREEN property of O'alO'og.
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The point-wise GREEN property of uaoguo is a eonsequenee of the eone ealeulus, cf. [SCHI]

or [SCH3].

For the exit part we observe from 2.2 Proposition 5 and 2.2 Proposition 2 for fixed (t, y, T, 1])

and arbitrary s E IR the following mapping properties -

.........,. (1-0")0 S..,.-IJ, aoo S..,.-(IJ+ii) 1-0') S..,.-(IJ+il)
f\, ~p~p ~e

and

such that (8) has point-wise GREEN property.

The proof of the fact that the composition of an edge and a GREEN symbol is classieal

in the operator-va.lued sense is essentia.lly the same as in Lemma 6 using that the appearing

r-powers will be eompensated by the GREEN symbol. In virtue of 1.5 Theorem 5 and the first

part of this proof we obtain (m +g)m +ag E R';J~&(R X V' X Rl+q
, g).

By definition m(t, y, T, 1]) is a finite sum of operator-va.lued symbols of the form wHwo,

where H = r-ii+jop;~(h)(t,y)(rlT,r1])O. But with al = (1- w)P(1- wd we have

where CI' = (1 - wdw E Cü (Il4) and w~ satisfies w~<p = <po Now <pHwo is GREEN by 1.4

Proposition 5 such that (Tal uam has the GREEN property by the first part of this proof.

The eomposition of a smoothing MELLIN symbol and the exit part of an edge symbol

is GREEN. This is an easy eonsequenee of the freedom to choose the cut-off funetions u, ul

modulo GREEN remainders.

Finally the MELLIN pseudo-differential calculus, as it may be found in EGOROV, SCHULZE

[EGOI], ensures that Ullouom also belongs to R~t~&(lR X V' X Rl+q, g) which completes the

proof. 0

Remark 12 In order to treat the composition of the operator-valued symbols a =

(a;j);.j=I,2 and b = (bjk)j,k=I,2 given as in Theorem 10 we have to look at compositions a;jbjk,

where in case of (i,j) 1: (1,1) or (j,k) 1: (1,1) always one of the elements has the GREEN pro

perty. Thus a.ll eompositions, exeept of allbll , ea.n be treated by the scheme of proving Lemma

11.

Proof: (af Theorem 10) For proving the anisotropie version of this theorem we need no

new idea eompared with the isotropie one whieh is elaborated in [EG01]. Therefore we will

only sketch the proof. Using Remark 12 we have only to deal with the left upper corners of

the block matriees a and b denoted here for eonvenience by a and b, respeetively. In view of

Remark 2 it suffiees to know for the operator eonvention (4)

(10)
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Here we associate {qj} with a and {qj} with b, respectively, in the sense of the above operator

eonvention op, cf. (4), and by Ur,,r we denote the LEIBN IZ produet with respeet to the varia.bles

rand x.

But (10) follows immediately from (2) in Remark 2 and from the fact that tbe (t, y, T, 1J}

wise LEIBNIZ eompositions are eompatible with tbe eomposition rules from the eone theory.

The property that the (t, y, T, 1J)-dependent CÄt':G(X", g}-remainders whieh eonstitute the

rema.inders in (10) are classieal follows by TAYLOR expansion arguments with respect to r,

similarly a.s above. 0

2.4 Edge pseudo-differential operators

In this section we esta.blish the loeal a.nisotropie pseudo-differential algebra of edge probiens.

As mentioned before the loeal model of the anisotropie edge is IR X W := IR X U' X X". Then

we are looking for a suitable subalgebra of

n 'lJv,I(IR X U' ;K/'ry Ei) CN_, K/-v,ry-Il Ei) CN+).
4EIl

Definition 1 Let 11, LI E R, 11 - 1/ E N, and weight data g = (i, i - 11, e) with i E

IR and 0 = (-k,O], k E N \ {O}, be given. Then we define the space yv,/(R x W,g) :=

Op(Rv,/(R x U' x lR1+q ,g)) + YäOO(IR x W,g) and analogously ~v,/(R. X W;g; N_, N+) :=

Op(Vlv,/(R. x U' x IR1+q ,g; N_, N+)) + !DäOO(R x W,g; N_, N+); moreover, the subspaces 0/

classical operntors yc~,1(...) and !D~;'(...) in tenns 0/ R':/(...) and 91':;'(...), respectively.

Coneerning the nature of the smoothing GREEN operators eompare 1.3 Definition 7 and De

fini tion 8. Remember that in view of 2.3 Proposi tion 5 the space 9lv ,1 (R X UI X R1+q , gj N_, N+)

is a subset of sv,1 (IR X U' X lR l+qj K,-,"'f Ei) CN_, K.4-V,"'f-j.J Ei) CN+) for every s E IR. Here

Op(a) for a E !)lv"(IR X U' X IR1+Q,g;N_,N+) has the form Op(a) = (Op(ajk))j,k=1,2 with

the entries Op(all) E 'l'v,1 (IR X U' ; K4,"'f, K,4-V,"'f-Il), Op(a12) E 'l'v,' (IR X U'; CN_, K~-v."'f-Il),

Op(a2d E '1'11,1 (R x U' ; K,-,ry, CN+ ) and Op(all) E \IIv,l (R X V'; CN_, CN+).

The operators 21 E !D v,l (lR XW, giN_ , N+) will also be wri t ten a.s block matriees 21 =
(Ajk)j,k=1,2' Oeeasionally we set l.u.e.21 := All (Ieft upper corner). A12 has the interpretation

as a potential and A2I as a trace operator, respectively, associated with the anisotropie edge

IR X U'.

Theorem 2 Let 4» = diag(<PI, cP2) and 'I' = diag(1/11, tP2) with abitmry /unctions

4>J,4>2,W1,W2 E CO'(R1+q) be giuen. Then every 21 E ~v,I(IR X Rq X XI\,g;N_,N+) indu

ces /or all s E lR continuous operntors

W·,ry;l (lR. X lRq X X")

Ei)

lJ-,/(RI+q, CN_)

w4- v,ry-Il;1(IR X Rq X X")

Ei)

H4-v,/(R1+q , CN+).
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Furthemlore, for every P E As(/,0) there is some Q E As(/ - p, 0) depending on P and 21,

such that 21 induces for all s E IR continuous operators

Wf;-Y;I(IR X IRq X X")

Ei)

n-,I(lR.1+q,CN_)

WQ-&l,-Y-~;I(R X Rq X X")

---+ EB

n·-&l,I(Rl+q , CN+).

Proof: The proof is an easy consequence of 2.3 Proposition 5 and 1.2 Theorem 11 and 1.2

Corolla.ry 14 for the subspaces with asymptotics. 0

Lemma 3 Let b(t,y,t',y',T,fl) be in ~&I,I((lR X U') X (lR X U') x lR 1+q ,gjN_,N+) (cf.

2.3 Remark ~). Then there exists a l!.(t,y,T,fl) E !)tv"(IR x U' x Rl+q ,gjN_,N+) such that

Op(b) - Op (l!.) belongs to ~ -00 (R x U', g j N _ , N+). For Q we haue the asymptotic expansion

Q(t, y, T, 1]) ...... (G) L ~f D~,~,a~,1Jb( t, y, t', y', T, 77)I(t',v')=(t,v)'
oENI+'l •

The proof of Lemma 3 is completely analogous to the isotropie edge pseudo--differential

caleulus.

Corollary 4 Let b(t',y',r,1]) be in 9l&l"(lR X U' X lR1+q,g;N_,N+) (cf. 2.3 Remark 4).

Then there exists a b(t,y,T,fl) E 9l ll ,f(IR x·U' x IRl+Q ,g;N_,N+) such that Op(b) - Op(b)

belongs to ~-ooCR X U',g; N_, N+). For b we haue the asymptotic expansion

b(t, y, T, fl) ...... (G) L ~I D~,V/( -a)~t1lb(t', y', T, fl)l(t,,~,)=(t,lI)'
oENI+'l •

Remark 5 Note that b is the dual symbol of b, which means that

(1)

is fulfilled for all u(t y) E W6,1';1 (IR X W) in H 6,1 (R l+q CN_), comp W camp , •

Theorem 6 Let for v, ii, p, ji E IR and weight data gl = (1 - {l, / - (ji. +p), <:» and g2 =

(1, /-11,8) with / E Rand<:> = (-k, 0], k E N\ {O} the operators 21 E ~lI,I(R X W, gl; N, N+)

and 23 E ~ii,l(lR x W, g2; N_, N) be giuen. Then we haue 214-23 E ~lI+ii,l(lR X W, g; N _, N+)

with g = (/, / - (i1 + 11), 0) for every eil = diag( 4>1,4>2) with abitrary functions <PI, cI>2 E

C,)'(1R l+q).

Moreover, 21 E ~V,I(R x W,gj N_, N+) with g = (/,/ - p, 0) implies 21* E ~Vtl(R X

W, g*; N +, N _) with g* = (- "'( + 11, - i , 0). A nalogous relations hold within the corresponding

spaces of cIassical symbols.

P roof: From 2.3 Lern ma. 11 it follows irnrnedia.tely that 21~ '.B =0 p(a) 4- 0 p(b ) +<5 holds with

same ~ E ~äoo(R X W,g; N_, N+).
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But in view of (1) we can write

(Op(a)~Op(b))u = (rlaF~rlFOp(b))u = F-laF~F-lF(bu)

F-laF(~bu) = Op(c)u
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with c(t, y, t', tI, T, 7]) =a(t, y, T, 7])t( t', y')b(t', tI, T, 7]). Applying Lemma 3 for c we get 214t~ =
0p(f) +0 with

f(t, y, T, 7]) """"(G) L: ~! D~,,,,a:,I'JC(t, y, t', y', T, 7])1 (t',Jl)==(t,,,)·
oENJ+q

Finally using the shadow condition of the involved asymptotic types of the GREEN parts of

the operators we can apply 2.3 Proposition 9 to obtain that ~.(t, y, T, 7]) belongs to 9t~+v,I(R x

Rq X lR.t+q,gj N_, N+). The second part of the theorem is an easy consequence of2.3 Theorem

10. For classical operators it suffices to note that the asymptotic procedures preserve the

property of being cla.ssical. 0

Remark 7 The mapping properties between the anisotropie wedge SOBOLEV spaces in

Theorem 2 were formulated on :IR x lRq X XI\ in avoid indicating the comtr and loc-subscripts

with respect to y EU'. Of course, if we drop the cut-off factors ~,'I' in Theorem 2 we can

obtain corresponding operators between thc camp- and loc-wedge SOBOLEV spaces over Rx W.

Remark 8 The present calculus of anisotropie wedge pseudo-difTerential operators was

here formulated in the framework of the discrete asymptoticsj it is also possible in the version of

continuous asymptotics, with vector-valued functionals in the complex w-plane. Such a theory

is necessary for understanding the effects with variable branching asymptotics, cf. [SCHI],

[SCH3]. Details will be published elsewhere.

Remark 9 The scheme of our a.nisotropie wedge theorics can also be extended to more

general model COlles of "hedgehog type", cf [SCH5]. The corresponding parabolicity to be

developed in a future paper then covers the problem of heat conduction in singular bodies

which have components of different dimensions.
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